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Foreward

Having been in the security space for over 25 years, the front seat view has been exhilarating. 
Twenty five years ago, mostly governments and financial institutions were interested in 
security (mainly encryption) while everybody else trusted the administrators, users, and 
computing environment to keep their data secure. In late 90s, when browsers opened up new 
possibilities for commerce over the net, companies began to understand the strong need for 
security. This new perspective led to SSL v2.0, network firewalls, and stronger cryptography.

Fast forward to the present and, just like before, we find ourselves living in a dramatically 
different world where every piece of data is online and available 24 x 7. To address this new 
reality, we see many different security technologies protecting various layers of the stack 
all the way from the applications down to the chipsets. While the global security spend may 
soon be crossing the $100 billion mark, hacks are becoming bigger and bolder, and impacting 
everything from customer and citizen databases to oil rigs and Wi-Fi routers. 

Hackers have built sophisticated tools along with a thriving underground market to go 
after everything we have, whether on mobile devices, laptops, file servers, or databases. 
For most hackers, the target of choice is not a laptop or a spreadsheet – the target is 
most often a database with its hundreds of millions of records. The hackers try multiple 
techniques including attacks on the network, operating system, database, applications, and 
IT infrastructure. They also – many would even say primarily – target the users who have 
legitimate access to those systems. Sometimes it’s insiders, with deep knowledge of data and 
defenses, who attack the systems for nefarious gains.

Why are organizations so vulnerable to attacks? Many might say that they don’t know where 
their sensitive data is, where the holes are, and what the fixes might be. They might also fear 
that the fixes may break their applications, or that the insiders may exploit the trust placed 
in them.  Too many still rely only on their perimeter security to keep them safe from attack, 
not recognizing how easily hackers can bypass the network perimeter, get to the databases, 
and quietly walk away with their data. It is not surprising that on average it takes the victims 
six months to even know that they have been breached, and it also isn’t surprising that they 
typically learn about the breach from customers or law enforcement.
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Many information technology, database, and security leaders now realize that securing 
databases should be one of their most important goals. After all, in most companies it is the 
databases that contain most of the sensitive data assets. They also acknowledge that, while 
they would never be able to find and block every path hackers might take, protecting databases 
serves their constituents well since every path eventually leads to one.

During the last twenty years, I’ve seen a significant shift in how hackers are going after 
databases. In response, Oracle has built multiple security technologies for securing data at 
the source – within the database. We have focused on all pillars of security: evaluating the risk 
posture, minimizing the attack surface, preventing the attacks, and detecting/alerting malicious 
behavior in databases. Industry analysts and security professionals recognize that the Oracle 
Database provides industry’s most comprehensive security. 

This book, authored by the Database Security Product Management team at Oracle, explains in 
simple terms the adversaries of today, how they exploit weaknesses, and how they get access 
to your sensitive data. This book is not meant to be a prescriptive cook book, or a manual, 
but rather a quick study into what every Database or Security Director/VP should know about 
the security of Oracle Databases. You will learn about multiple assessment, preventive, and 
detective security controls for databases, so that you can provide high level guidance to your 
teams on how to shrink the attack surface, and keep your databases secure. 

Breaches are coming faster than what we can possibly imagine, and it is crucial that you are 
prepared! Your data is your asset, but unless you protect it well, it could fall in wrong hands, 
and become a liability. Let’s start by securing the source! 

Vipin Samar 
Senior Vice President, Oracle Database Security Development
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Organizations worldwide are experiencing the impact of data breaches at an unprecedented rate. 
It seems like every day brings a news story about a service provider losing subscribers’ personal 
information, an employer losing employee HR records, or a government contractor losing sensitive 
intellectual property. Data is the new currency, and bad actors are often able to leverage stolen data 
for financial or political advantage for years after a breach has occurred. Attackers have become more 
sophisticated and more difficult to stop. Data theft is occurring across every vertical – no industry is 
immune. And where do organizations keep their sensitive data? At the end of the day, this data is stored 
and managed in databases.

Securing databases has become essential in today’s connected and digital economy. At one point, 
perimeter security solutions such as network firewalls were considered sufficient for protecting internal 
systems and repositories from data theft. However, the threat environment for organizations has 
changed considerably in recent years. More data thefts and breaches are occurring through advanced 
methods where hackers penetrate a network, search for vulnerabilities, and then covertly exfiltrate 
data from servers. These attacks can go undetected for weeks, months, or even years. Adding to this 
are recent ransomware events where users download malware that encrypts their data and effectively 
denies them access to it until they make a payment to an anonymous attacker.

The need for improved solutions to protect data has never been greater. In addition to the monetary 
and reputational losses arising from data breaches, organizations today operate in an increasingly 
stringent and fast-evolving regulatory landscape. The United States alone has nearly 20 national privacy 
and data security laws, with hundreds of such laws enacted at the state level. The European Union 
(EU) has addressed the need to harmonize data privacy laws across multiple member states with the 
General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR). When the regulation goes into effect in May 2018, 
organizations that are non-compliant can face heavy fines of up to four percent of their global annual 
turnover or €20 million, whichever is greater. The EU GDPR not only applies to organizations located 
within the European Union, but also organizations located outside of the European Union if they have 
any personal data on European Union data subjects. These new regulations are cutting across industries 
and geographies.

Overview of Database Threats

Threat Actors
Hackers

OS Admin
DBA

Test & Dev
End-Users
Support

Threat Vectors

SQL Injection

XSS/Malware

Stolen Credentials

Privilege Escalation

Network Snif�ng

Ransomware

Physical Theft

Threat Targets

Applications

Middleware

Databases

Operating System

Network 

Storage

Backup
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Evaluate Prevent Detect
Data
Driven
Security

To understand why a defense-in-depth approach to database security is important, it is necessary to 
understand some of the threat vectors used by various threat actors to get to the data. 

Threat actors are not just hackers, but also users and administrators who have access to the system 
and can compromise data either intentionally or unintentionally. The most common route hackers use 
for compromising data is by stealing the credentials of a privileged application or database user. Some 
attacks use email-based phishing and other forms of social engineering. Others involve penetration 
approaches such as network sniffing or exploiting default user credentials. But it is important to note 
that there are other vectors for data compromise as well. Database files are accessible to the operating 
system, and if these are left unencrypted on the disk they can be read. Systems need to be backed up, 
and those archive tapes and media can be lost or stolen. Live data might be used outside of production 
environments in development and test systems which are typically not as well protected. Applications 
themselves may inadvertently expose sensitive data that exceeds what a user should require to 
complete their tasks. Finally, attacks such as SQL injection might be used to bypass application layer 
security by embedding SQL code into a seemingly innocuous user provided input.

A well-structured data security solution must provide controls to mitigate these various threat vectors 
and more. The best approach is a built-in framework of security controls which can be deployed easily 
and enables organizations to apply appropriate level of security controls to the data being managed. 
The main components of a comprehensive approach for securing database deployments are shown in 
the graphic below and include the following types of controls:

• Evaluative controls include tools for evaluating the security posture of a database, including the 
ability to monitor and identify configuration changes.

• Preventive controls block unauthorized access to data by leveraging technologies such as encryption, 
masking, subsetting, masking, and by restricting access to application data by unauthorized users.

• Detective controls monitor user and application data access behavior, allowing administrators to 
detect and block threats and support compliance reporting.

• Data Driven Security enforces user- and application-level data access controls  
at the source, within the database, providing consistent, strong security for application data.

Types of Database Security Controls
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Many organizations today are migrating their workloads to the cloud and embracing new, agile 
deployment models such as containers and microservices. While cloud deployments can provide a 
higher degree of application security, they also change trust boundaries and can expose data to new 
threats. As a result, data security controls need to scale and work seamlessly across on-premises, 
private cloud, public cloud and hybrid cloud environments.

This book walks through the various aspects of Oracle’s defense-in-depth security for databases, and 
provides a high-level overview of how they work and the types of protection they provide. The following 
chapters cover different aspects of database security.

Chapter 2 – Database Authentication and Authorization discusses the importance of securing users, and 
provides an overview of how credentials and privileges are used to control user access to data in the 
Oracle Database.

Chapter 3 – Enforcing Separation of Duty describes the role separation of duties plays in protecting 
systems from a variety of insider and outside threats, and how Oracle Database Vault enforces this by 
limiting access to data by privileged users.

Chapter 4 – Data Encryption and Key Management shows how technologies such as Oracle Transparent 
Data Encryption(TDE), TLS and Oracle Native Encryption are used to provide confidentiality throughout 
the data lifecycle.

Chapter 5 – Masking Sensitive Data shows how masking and redaction can be used to protect sensitive 
data by limiting its exposure in test, development and production environments.

Chapter 6 – Auditing Database Activity explains the need for database auditing, the extensive audit 
capabilities supported in the Oracle Database, and how Oracle Audit Vault provides a scalable audit 
management and reporting solution for on-premises and hybrid cloud environments.

Chapter 7 – Database Activity Monitoring with Database Firewall explains why organizations need to 
defend their production databases from SQL injection and other network-based attacks and how Oracle 
Database Firewall provide a comprehensive solution for monitoring and protecting databases.

Chapter 8 – Data-Driven Application Authorization shows how developers can leverage a range of 
authorization technologies to build application security within the database for stronger security while 
minimizing the potential for application authorization errors. 

Chapter 9 – Evaluating Security Posture demonstrates how tools such as Oracle Database Security 
Assessment Tool (DBSAT) and Oracle Database Lifecycle Management can be used to evaluate and 
monitor database configuration for potential security issues.

Chapter 10 – EU GDPR and Database Security  describes how Oracle Database Security technologies 
can be applied to help address requirements related to this important regulation.

Chapter 11 – Securing Databases in the Cloud discusses differences between on-premises and cloud 
security, as well as how you can apply the controls and techniques discussed in the earlier chapters to 
databases in the cloud.

Finally, in the Conclusion, we bring all of these technologies together to show how they can be applied 
to provide an appropriate level of defense-in-depth security according to an organization’s data risk 
management and compliance requirements.
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A fundamental step in securing a database system is validating the identity of the user who is 
accessing the database (authentication) and what operations they can perform (authorization). As 
the database users have direct connection to the database, it is important that they are properly 
authenticated, authorized with appropriate roles and that their accounts cannot easily be compromised. 

All access to the database is through database user accounts, whether these are administrative users, 
application accounts, or regular users. Common attacks to steal sensitive data from databases include 
the following:

• Search for default or published passwords – Hackers try these passwords first so they can easily 
connect as the user and use their privileges to access sensitive data.

• Search for database accounts with weak passwords and no limits on password retries – This allows 
hackers to run dictionary attacks (list of common passwords and variations) against all known user 
accounts. Without password complexity verification functions, many users may continue to use easy 
to guess passwords such as ‘password’ and ‘123456’.

• Find hardcoded database connection information – Applications frequently connect to a database 
using embedded database username and password strings or store them in an unencrypted 
configuration file. These application accounts tend to be highly privileged because they need to 
be able to act on behalf of any user. Compromising these accounts allows attackers to exfiltrate 
application data along with any other data that the account can access.

• Apply social engineering to over privileged accounts – Database administrators and application 
accounts frequently have more privileges than required. Over time, these database accounts 
accumulate additional privileges and roles without any process to revoke unnecessary privileges 
and roles. Malicious internal users with these accounts can create fake users, elevate their privileges 
and then use these new accounts to steal data. Hackers use spear-phishing attacks to target DBAs 
in an organization (which are easy to find via social media channels such as LinkedIn). Since some 
percentage of phishing attacks are successful, it’s a numbers game to see when (not if) a DBA 
account is compromised and then used by an attacker to gain access to the system.

These types of attacks are not necessarily sophisticated, and can be executed by “script kiddies” if the 
database is not properly configured with strong authentication and authorization controls. A strong 
authentication and authorization strategy will help protect the organization from attackers (both within 
the organization as well as external hackers) exploiting common database attack vectors. This chapter 
discusses the access each category of user has including privileged access to the database. We also 
describe the management of user accounts and how the Oracle Database integrates with external 
directory services for authentication and authorization services.
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DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF DATABASE USERS 
Oracle supports different types of database users with various tasks to perform. It is important to 
provision users with sufficient authorizations to perform their tasks without providing unnecessary 
additional privileges. Some users and tasks include:

• Database Administrators (DBAs)
 – Performance management and tuning
 – Upgrade and patching
 – Database startup and shutdown
 – Database backup

• Application Administrators and Users
 – Runtime application accounts
 – Application maintenance accounts
 – Application analyst accounts

• Security Administrators
 – User account management 
 – Encryption key management
 – Audit management 

Database Administrator (DBA) accounts typically have wide access to the database to do their tasks. 
Their highly privileged database access also gives them access to sensitive database data (personal, 
health, corporate finance records…) that is not required to perform DBA tasks. DBAs should not use 
shared accounts like SYSTEM, but instead use named accounts with strong authentication to provide 
accountability on database events. DBA accounts should also have tailored privileges for individual 
tasks and responsibilities to reduce the attack surface associated with these accounts. As part of normal 
troubleshooting or to accomplish a new task, DBAs should be granted extra privileges and roles which 
can be revoked afterwards if not required anymore.

Application DBA and application service accounts in the database also accumulate privileges and roles. 
Frequently, the application service accounts in the database include not only all the roles and privileges 
required on behalf of every user to access application data, but also roles and privileges to perform 
application upgrades, patches and other maintenance activities. Not only are these additional roles 
and privileges not required for runtime application execution, they are frequently not removed after 
maintenance. Application DBAs who work with the application schema should only have access to the 
application schema objects, but they are sometimes given database-wide privileges since it’s easier than 
granting individual object privileges.

Security administrators need unique access to manage security controls, encryption keys, database users 
and audit records. Separation of duty needs to exist between database administrators/users and security 
administrators to prevent DBA/user accounts from being able to alter security records, create fake users 
and change security controls. Security administrators need to be limited to their tasks so they don’t have 
wide access to the sensitive data in the database in addition to managing the security controls.

Managing database resources for DBA, application and user accounts is also important to ensure 
accounts can’t accidentally or maliciously impact use of the database by another account. User constraints 
on tablespaces, idle time, and number of concurrent sessions are basic resource considerations to 
prevent impact on other users.

16
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USER AND SCHEMA 
In the Oracle Database, users, schemas, and accounts are generally considered equivalent. An account 
contains schema objects like tables, views, indexes and procedures. However, as the database is 
evolving to work with schema-less application users and with schema-only accounts, a stronger 
differentiation needs to be made between these terms.

User accounts are of two types: application users and database users. Application users may not have 
any database account association (schema-less users). A database user account has associated schema 
and objects. A database schema can be mapped to an application user (exclusive mapping) or mapped 
to multiple application users (shared mapping). 

Schema-only accounts introduced, in Oracle Database 18c, are accounts with a named schema but 
with no ability to login. A number of Oracle accounts provide schema objects for applications but do 
not require applications or users to login to the schema account. In the past, these accounts would 
have passwords that would need to be periodically rotated. With schema only accounts, there are no 
passwords so malicious users can’t attempt to login to these accounts. Other users can still be granted 
read/write access to these schemas.

AUTHENTICATION METHODS 
Oracle supports different means of authentication including passwords stored locally within the 
database or in centralized directory services. Users can also be authenticated by the operating system, 
using the IDENTIFIED EXTERNALLY clause when creating the user, or by various external authentication 
services including Kerberos, public key certificates, and RADIUS. Passwords are used for one-way 
authentication of the user to the database, while Kerberos and public key certificates support mutual 
authentication ensuring the user is indeed connecting to the proper database.  The following table lists 
the database authentication methods and associated mappings to schemas and roles.

17

Authentication Method Schema Mapping Role Mapping

Password authentication
Schema is the same  
as user

Managed in database

OS authentication
Schema is mapped to  
the user

Managed in the database and also able 
to map OS groups to roles

Kerberos authentication
Schema is mapped  
to the user

Managed in database

Public key certificate 
authentication

Schema is mapped  
to the user

Managed in database

RADIUS Authentication
Schema is mapped to  
the user

Managed in database, optionally through 
RADIUS server

LDAP directory 
authentication

Managed in database or 
directory service

Managed in database and directory 
service
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APPLICATION AND SERVICES AUTHENTICATION
With password authentication, users are expected to provide a password when they connect to the 
database, but applications, middle-tier systems, and batch jobs cannot depend on a human to type the 
password. In the past, a common way to provide passwords was to embed user names and passwords in 
the code or in scripts. This increased the attack surface against the database and people had to make sure 
their scripts were not exposed. Also, if passwords were ever changed, changes to the scripts were required. 

One solution is to store password credentials in a client-side Oracle wallet. An Oracle wallet is used to 
store authentication and signing credentials, including passwords, private keys, and certificates. The use 
of wallets reduces risks because the passwords are no longer exposed on command-line history, and 
password management policies are more easily enforced without changing application code whenever 
user names or passwords change.

To configure use of password stored on an Oracle wallet, set the WALLET_LOCATION parameter in the 
client’s sqlnet.ora file. Applications can then connect to the database without providing login credentials.

PROXY AUTHENTICATION
Application administrators often need to connect to an application schema for maintenance. Multiple 
application administrators sharing the same application schema username and password to connect 
to the schema provides no accountability and makes it difficult to audit and investigate issues. Oracle 
introduced proxy users so that administrators could connect to application schemas for maintenance 
activities without having to share passwords and provide an audit of the actual database user that 
performed the actions.

Proxy authentication allows the administrators to authenticate with their own credentials first and then 
proxy to the application schema. In such cases, the audit records show the actual user who performed 
the maintenance activities. This form of proxy authentication is supported in Oracle Call Interface 
(OCI), JDBC, and on the SQL*PLUS command line. Here is an example where the user alice_appdba is 
allowed to connect to the database and act as hrapp (application schema).

SQL> ALTER USER hrapp GRANT CONNECT THROUGH alice_appdba;

Now the user alice_appdba can connect using her own password and assume the identity and privileges 
of the hrapp schema by proxy as follows:

SQL> CONNECT alice_appdba[hrapp] 

Enter password: <alice_appdba_password>

The proxy user is the one that is logged in the audit, not the hrapp account. 

DATABASE AUTHORIZATION
Authorization grants the permission to perform a specific operation, such as accessing a particular 
object. Authorizations are granted to subjects which may include individual users, roles, or programs 
acting on behalf of users. In Oracle, authorization is done through the privilege and role mechanism. 
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DBA

DBA

Object 
Access

Connect Select
Data

Create
Temp

Manage
Users

Manage
Pro�les

Alter 
Pro�le

Create 
Pro�le

Alter 
User

Create 
User

Create 
Table 
on Fin

Create 
Table 
on HR

Select 
On Fin

Select 
On HR

Create 
Cluster

Alter 
Session

Alter 
Any Table

Select 
Any Table

Analyst Security

Analyst Security

Organization Role

Task Role

Privileges

PRIVILEGES
A database privilege grants the ability to access data objects or execute statements. There are three 
types of privileges – object, system and administrative.

Object privileges are fine-grained privileges to perform actions on specific data objects or execute 
specific procedures. These are the typical privileges given to applications and users in the database. 
Examples include privileges to read data from a table (SELECT or READ), execute a PL/SQL statement 
(EXECUTE), and alter table structure (ALTER).

System privileges are typically used by database administrators for application or database 
maintenance. System privileges like SELECT ANY TABLE allows the user to read data from almost any 
table in the database including sensitive data stored in application schemas. CREATE USER is another 
example of a system privilege allowing new users to be created in the database.

Administrative privileges are used for specific tasks like database backup, encryption key management 
and database operations (e.g. startup, shutdown).

Certain maintenance activities like database upgrade and patching must be done by the SYS account 
(Database owner). The administrative privilege SYSDBA is used to allow a user to become SYS for these 
tasks. The SYS account and the related SYSDBA administrative privilege should only be used when 
necessary and be safeguarded using a privileged access management system.

ROLES
Roles are groups of privileges and make it easier to manage privileges for users. Multiple users 
can be granted the same role to simplify privilege management for users. Direct object and system 
privileges can be grouped into task based roles. Multiple users can be granted the same role to simplify 
privilege management for users. Roles can also be hierarchically grouped under other roles. This allows 
privileges to be grouped together in a task role and multiple task roles can be grouped together for an 
organizational role.

Role Mapping and Role Hierarchy
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If one were to analyze the information in these tables, they would see that the out-of-the-box Oracle 
DBA role is extremely powerful, with more than two hundred system privileges (depending on what 
database options were installed) including ALTER SESSION; CREATE, ALTER and DROP USER; 
CREATE and ALTER ANY TABLE; SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE ANY TABLE; EXPORT and 
IMPORT FULL DATABASE, and over eighty roles. The Oracle DBA role shouldn’t be modified or used by 
the customer. Each organization should create a custom DBA role (i.e. ops_dba, backup_dba)  
that has the roles and privileges required for that role.

USER PROFILE
A profile is used to create a common policy of password and resource authorization parameters 
for user accounts. User accounts are then associated and enforced with a profile policy to simplify 
management of common policies across an organization. The policy below (org_profile) incorporates 
both password and resource authorization parameters. The resource authorization parameters in the 
example limit connection time to 90 minutes, allow only two sessions for each user account, and 
automatically logout users after 30 minutes of continuous idle time. Password parameters include a 

Using privileges and roles in this fashion makes it easy to add a new person to an organization. They 
would be granted the role for the position instead of having to discover all the privileges needed 
and granting them one by one. As organizations change and tasks move from one group to another, 
the task roles can be simply moved instead of managing individual privileges or having to redefine 
all the organizational level roles. Roles simplify the management of user privileges when there is an 
organizational change.

DATA DICTIONARY
One of the most critical components of an Oracle Database is its data dictionary, which is a set of tables 
and views that provides information about the database. A data dictionary has definitions (metadata) 
about all objects and users in the database. The dictionary views listed below show the roles and 
privileges granted to users or roles. 

Dictionary  
Views

Contents

DBA_TAB_PRIVS Object privilege grants to roles or users

DBA_SYS_PRIVS System privilege grants to roles or users

DBA_ROLE_PRIVS Role grants to users or other roles

DBA_ROLES All defined roles
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limit of 6 consecutive failed login attempts before the user is locked out. The password lifetime is 180 
days until the user needs to change the password. The ora12c_stig_verify_function imposes a number 
of password requirements that correspond with the United States Department of Defense Security 
Technical Implementation Guide including a minimum length, minimum number of alphanumeric 
characters and that at least one special character is used (among other requirements).
SQL> CREATE PROFILE org_profile LIMIT
CONNECT_TIME 90 -- Limit connection time to 90 min
SESSIONS_PER_USER 2-- Allow two sessions for each user
IDLE_TIME 30 -- Automatic logout after 30 min idle
FAILED_LOGIN_ATTEMPTS 6 -- Lock the account after 6 attempts
PASSWORD_LIFE_TIME 180  -- Force password change after 180 days
PASSWORD_VERIFY_FUNCTION -- ora12c_stig_verify_function;

Each user should have an associated profile to ensure that a common baseline security policy is 
uniformly applied. Changes to the security policy can easily be done by changing a single policy instead 
of changing every user account. Making sure accounts are assigned the correct resources through profiles 
will make sure users, applications and DBAs aren’t preventing other accounts from using the database. 

USERS MANAGED CENTRALLY IN DIRECTORIES
In an enterprise with many users accessing a number of databases, it is difficult to manage unique 
accounts for each user in every database as each user needs to be provisioned separately along with 
their passwords. Users also have difficulty in keeping every password compliant with each database’s 
policy, and remembering different passwords in which they have accounts. More importantly, each 
account needs to be de-provisioned when the user changes role and/or leaves the organization. Hackers 
often exploit such dead/orphan accounts to gain unauthorized access to data.

Oracle Enterprise User Security (EUS) centrally manages users and roles across multiple databases in 
Oracle Directory Services, which further integrates with other directories. Users in a directory service 
are called enterprise users as they span multiple databases. Such enterprise users can be assigned 
enterprise roles or groups that determine access privileges across multiple databases. An enterprise 
role maps to one or more roles on individual databases.

EUS allows users and administrators to be authenticated by Oracle Directory Services using passwords, 
Kerberos and certificates. Upon connecting, the database refers to the directory for user password 
authentication and authorization (roles) information. Enterprise users can have their own schema, or 
they can share a global schema. Here is an example of an enterprise user with an exclusive  
schema, jsmith.

CREATE USER jsmith IDENTIFIED GLOBALLY AS 'CN=jsmith,OU=HR,O=oracle,C=US';

Starting with Oracle Database 18c, a new feature called Centrally Managed Users allows the database 
to directly integrate with Microsoft Active Directory to manage user authentication and authorization 
without the use of EUS or Oracle Directory Service. Active Directory users can have their own 
schema (exclusive mapping) or they can share a global schema through Active Directory groups. 
Active Directory groups can also map directly to database roles. Centrally managed users with Active 
Directory provides a simpler integration as it removes the need to configure EUS, install and configure 
Oracle Directory Services and maintain the synchronization with Active Directory.
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SUMMARY
As most attacks target the authorized users of the database, properly managing users and their 
authorization is the first step in protecting the database. Oracle provides many options for user 
authentication to meet customer requirements with users managed centrally or locally in a database. 
Fine grained access controls along with roles to aggregate detailed privileges into task oriented roles 
give a great level of control that is easy to manage. Upcoming chapters will show how tools can help 
identify areas of concern more quickly. For example, Database Security Assessment Tool (DBSAT) 
scans databases and provides a prioritized list of security configuration findings including information 
about user account configurations. Finding the right number of privileges and roles can easily be done 
using Oracle Database Vault’s Privilege Analysis. Proper use of privileges and roles to limit user access, 
combined with strong authentication, sets the foundation for a secure database.
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Cybersecurity and regulatory concerns are driving strong security controls for insiders  
and privileged (administrative) users. Privileged users have powerful system privileges which give 
them unrestricted access to the database so they can easily manage the database. However, this gives 
the administrative accounts full access to all the sensitive data in the database such as salary, social 
security numbers, company financial forecasts and intellectual property. Hackers typically use spear-
phishing attacks to target privileged users in an organization. While you probably trust your DBAs, 
external hackers can leverage the same DBA and privileged user account for malicious use.

This chapter introduces best practices such as the least privilege model and separation of duty for 
controlling access by privileged users accounts. It discusses how Oracle Database Vault prevents 
privileged users from using their system privileges to access sensitive data and also to prevent 
accidental or malicious changes to the database. It continues with how Oracle Database Vault helps 
implement the least privilege model and separation of duty.

CONTROLLING POWERFUL PRIVILEGED USERS
Privileged users need system privileges and powerful roles to maintain the database. Organizations 
also have a responsibility to protect their sensitive data from unauthorized access. A balance must be 
created between these two requirements. 

An example of a powerful system privilege is the SELECT ANY TABLE privilege granted to DBAs. With 
this privilege, the DBA can view almost any data on the database including salary, social security, 
phone numbers, corporate financial forecasts, intellectual property and other sensitive data. If a cyber-
criminal is successful in compromising the credentials of a DBA, he will have access to the sensitive 
data. He can also easily export this data into a file and exfiltrate it.

There are a number of best practices to limit the risks and strike a balance between the need for 
privileged users to do their jobs and the need to protect sensitive data:

• Least Privilege – The principle of least privilege recommends users be granted only the minimum set 
of privileges needed to accomplish their intended tasks or functions, and no more. When granting 
privileges to a user or role, it is preferable to grant specific object privileges that are needed rather 
than broad system privileges that allow access to all objects in the database. Similarly, it is better to 
create roles that contain the least number of privileges necessary for a particular function instead 
of very powerful roles like the built-in DBA role. Granting several of these task specific roles to a 
user allows for a close match to the tasks that the user needs to perform without granting any extra 
privileges. The least privilege model helps reduce the attack surface for the database by limiting what 
the attacker could do even if the credentials were somehow compromised.

• Separation of Duty – Closely related to the principle of least privilege is the concept of separation of 
duty. This is the notion that administration tasks should be divided among several users instead of 
a single powerful individual with full access to all database administration, operations and security 
controls. Dividing administrative, operations and security duties make it less likely for privileged users 
to abuse their privileges since any single administrator will only have a portion of the privileges.
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• Named Users – It is not uncommon to see administrators share accounts for convenience. However, 
this removes accountability, and increases risk as many people have access to the same account. 
Every DBA should have an individual named account with appropriately tailored privileges and roles.

• SYS Database Owner Account – SYSDBA is an administrative privilege that provides full access to 
the SYS (Database owner) account. Use of this privilege and account should be limited to when it is 
required such as during database upgrades and patching. Change management and privileged access 
management (PAM) systems should be used to control access to this privilege.

• Audit Protection - Audit records provide an irrefutable record of actions taken whether they are 
generated by a database, directory, or operating system. Information such as privileged user actions 
that were taken (CREATE USER, CREATE ANY TABLE, ALTER SYSTEM, ALTER SESSION) coupled 
with the context of the event such as the initiating IP address, event time, and actual SQL statement, 
are just a few examples of audit information needed in compliance and forensic reports. More 
information about audit can be found in Chapter 6.

These best practices are well known – but difficult to enforce without specific technologies. Oracle 
Database Vault enforces separation of duties, introduces realms to prevent access to sensitive data 
regardless of system privileges, and provides command rules to prevent accidental or malicious SQL 
commands. Oracle Database Vault also includes a powerful privilege analysis tool to determine set 
of privileges and roles needed for a given set of operation. Oracle Database Vault makes it easier for 
administrators to follow and enforce good security practices for their database.

LEAST PRIVILEGE AND SEPARATION OF DUTY
To support the principles of least privilege and separation of duty, the SYSOPER administrative 
privilege allows an administrator to perform limited tasks such as starting and stopping the database 
without having the full range of powers conferred by the SYSDBA privilege. Oracle Database 12c 
adds additional administrative privileges called SYSBACKUP, SYSDG, SYSRAC, and SYSKM to enable 
database backups, Data Guard administration, key management, and RAC management, respectively. 
With these targeted privileges, one or more administrators can perform all of the normal operations to 
manage a database without needing the all-powerful SYSDBA privilege.

ORACLE DATABASE VAULT FOR CONTROLLING PRIVILEGED USERS
Normally only the schema owner and users with direct object grants should be allowed to access 
sensitive data. However, privileged users also have access to the sensitive data through the SELECT 
ANY TABLE system privilege. Complex applications with multiple schemas also frequently use system 
privileges instead of object privileges for simplicity. Oracle Database Vault provides operational controls 
within the database to enforce limits on access to sensitive schemas, tables and views. Oracle Database 
Vault introduces realms, which are essentially a list of schemas or specific objects such that even 
privileged users with system privileges cannot access unless they are designated as realm participants. 
Oracle Database Vault realms normally only allow the object owner and those with direct object grants 
to access the protected objects.
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Oracle Database Vault Realms

The following illustration shows an example of two realms protecting database schemas containing 
human resources (HR) and finance (FIN) data. Once enabled, the realms prevent privileged users or 
other application owners from using their elevated privileges to access data. Oracle Database Vault 
prevents the powerful DBA from accessing data inside the FIN and HR realms and the HR and FIN 
application owners are unable to access data protected by the other realms.

Oracle Database mandatory realms block even the object owner or other users with direct object 
privileges from accessing the protected data. Using mandatory realms allows only the realm participant 
access to the protected data. Mandatory realms can be used during runtime to ensure that only the 
application is allowed access. They are also useful during patching and upgrades when an administrator 
needs to make changes to the stored procedures in an application schema but doesn’t need access 
to the data tables in that schema. Here, the application administrator is granted access to the regular 
Oracle Database Vault realm protecting the entire schema for the upgrade, but a mandatory schema is 
put around the sensitive data tables to prevent the administrator from accessing the sensitive data.

ENFORCING SEPARATION OF DUTY WITH ORACLE DATABASE VAULT
When Oracle Database Vault is configured, additional roles are created for separation of duty including 
account management and Oracle Database Vault management.

HR REALM

FIN REALM

DBA

HR

FIN
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• Oracle Database Vault Account Manager alone can create and manage users in the database along 
with their profiles. 

• Oracle Database Vault Owner alone can create, modify and manage Oracle Database Vault security 
controls including the ability to manage realms and add authorized users to realms to control access 
to sensitive data. 

The DBA role under Oracle Database Vault does not have the ability to manage users or manage 
Oracle Database Vault controls out of the box. Many organizations already have a process and even 
have a separate group to on-board new database users. Instead of just relying on process, Oracle 
Database Vault enforces the separation of duty between traditional DBAs and the task of creating new 
users. A separate role to manage the Oracle Database Vault security controls ensures separation from 
operational DBAs and the security staff. Since these account management and Oracle Database Vault 
security control management tasks are controlled by roles, organizations can enable Oracle Database 
Vault and implement separation of duty over time by initially granting these roles to existing DBAs.

Oracle Database Vault Separation of Duties

Oracle Database Vault Mandatory Realms
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LIMITING GRANTED ROLES AND PRIVILEGES WITH ORACLE 
DATABASE VAULT
Implementing the principle of least privilege requires an understanding of the minimal set of privileges 
needed by each user to perform their intended function. While there are dictionary tables and views to 
show which permissions and roles have been granted, it is much harder to determine which ones are 
actually needed. This is especially true in systems that have been in use for some time as privilege and 
role grants tend to accumulate and it is difficult to know when it is safe to revoke them. When a new 
administrator joins the organization, or is assigned a new task, it may be important to limit this user 
from doing anything else but the new task. Database accounts for applications also tend to accumulate 
more roles and privileges over time with patches requiring more privileges.

Oracle Database Vault 12c introduced a feature called Privilege Analysis that captures privileges and 
roles as they are used at run-time. After capturing the usage for some period of time, Oracle Database 
Vault Privilege Analysis can be used to generate a series of reports to find privileges and roles that may 
no longer be needed. Privilege Analysis helps come up with a minimal set of roles and privileges as 
needed for the application or the administrator.

Here is an example showing how to enable privilege capture for all users of the database.

SQLPLUS> BEGIN DBMS_PRIVILEGE_CAPTURE.CREATE_CAPTURE

(NAME => 'dba_capture_al_privs', 

DESCRIPTION => 'privilege_analysis_for_all_users',

TYPE => DBMS_PRIVILEGE_CAPTURE.G_DATABASE);

END;

CONTROLLING DATABASE COMMANDS WITH ORACLE  
DATABASE VAULT
In addition to realms, Oracle Database Vault provides SQL command rules to prevent accidental or 
malicious SQL changes to the data and the database. Privileged users on production systems should 
not be dropping tables, changing system parameters or modifying the database objects outside of 
maintenance windows. Modifying data outside of application control may also be restricted. DBAs 
frequently have terminal windows open in various dev, test and production systems and can potentially 
run damaging SQL on production systems accidentally. Command rules have fine-grained rules that 
can be configured to prevent these changes from happening. These fine-grained rules can dictate time 
of day when commands can be run along with client IP address and other context data. For example, 
organizations can limit DBAs to run certain ALTER SYSTEM commands only from their desktops at work 
and only during working hours to prevent unauthorized remote access off-hours. Another example is to 
limit SQL commands like CREATE, DROP or ALTER TABLE to maintenance windows.

Common DBA tasks such as performance tuning, memory management, backup, and others can still 
be done by the regular DBA team. Certain DBA tasks which may expose the DBA to sensitive data like 
export and jobs scheduling will require an additional authorization step by the security team. 

While a single administrator could perform multiple functions, the ability to divide these duties among 
multiple users allows for separation of duty. These powerful roles shouldn’t be granted to a single user 
without any additional protection. If the account is compromised, the single account allows the attacker 
to steal sensitive data very easily. 
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Once the policy is enabled, the customer will need to start Privilege Analysis data capture, run all the 
use cases and then stop data capture. The customer can then generate the results and review the report 
views to see what roles and privileges were used and unused. The DBA_USED_PRIVS and DBA_UNUSED_
PRIVS views will show which privileges and roles have been used or not been used, respectively.

The security administrator would analyze the actual usage data to better understand what the user or 
application really needs and then tailor the roles and privileges accordingly. 

ORACLE DATABASE VAULT AND YOUR APPLICATION
Organizations can use Oracle Database Vault to protect sensitive data used by their applications. 
Realms, command rules and Privilege Analysis can be used to reduce the attack surface of the database 
and protect sensitive data and operations.
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Sensitive data needs to be identified before it can be protected by a realm. Sensitive data discovery 
(discussed in the Masking Sensitive Data chapter) can help organizations identify and locate their 
sensitive data. Realms can then be used to protect the sensitive data.

IT staff is frequently hesitant to turn on preventive controls in case applications stop functioning. Oracle 
Database Vault has a simulation mode introduced with Database 12c Release 2 so you can verify the 
realms and command rules without having an impact on applications. Simulation mode only logs 
violations instead of blocking an application so that a full end-to-end regression test can be done 
without stopping. Oracle Database Vault controls can then be updated based on the simulation log data.

ORACLE CLOUD AND APPLICATIONS
A number of Oracle applications – both on the Oracle Cloud and on-premises, have been certified to 
work with Oracle Database Vault including Oracle Fusion Human Capital Management and Enterprise 
Resource Planning Cloud Services along with Oracle E-Business Suite. Please review the certification 
matrix on Oracle Support for more information about on-premises certifications and the Oracle Cloud 
website for Cloud support.

SUMMARY
Accessing the database to steal sensitive data using compromised privileged user accounts is one of 
the most common attack vectors. Oracle Database Vault security controls such as realms, command 
rules and Privilege Analysis reduce the attack surface of privileged user accounts – and protect sensitive 
data and sensitive database operations. Oracle Database Vault helps enforce separation of duty so no 
single account can be used to exfiltrate all the sensitive data from an organization and command rules 
can be used to prevent accidental or malicious changes to the database. Oracle Database Vault protects 
the sensitive data in your database.
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ENCRYPTING DATA
Database authentication and authorization ensures that data is available to those who are authorized 
and not accessible to anyone else. However, attackers are not limited to attacking where defenses may 
be the strongest; they will not keep trying the front door protected with a deadbolt when there is an 
open window or a back door. If the attacker is unable to gain access via the database, then the attacker 
may try to circumvent database access controls and attack the underlying data files, or copy the data 
as it goes across the network. Attackers can gain access to the system as a privileged operating system 
user and directly peek into the database files (.dbf) - bypassing database controls. Attackers can also go 
after the database backup files which are often shipped to a remote location. 

Encryption is the best technique for protecting data in these situations as it renders the data 
unintelligible to those who access it directly. With encryption, the problem of protecting a large amount 
of data is reduced to a simpler problem of protecting an encryption key. As long as the attackers do not 
have the key, any encrypted data they manage to intercept provides nothing useful. Encryption is also 
frequently required in order to comply with regulations or security standards regarding sensitive or 
personally identifiable information (more in chapter 10).

This chapter explains how encryption protects data in motion and at rest. It also explains some of the 
considerations and options available for securely storing the encryption keys that ultimately protect the 
encrypted data.

One easy way for attackers to gain access to data is to intercept the data as it travels over the network, 
such as between a client and the database server or between database high availability servers. On 
many networks it is relatively easy for an attacker to capture network traffic and then extract whatever 
information was transmitted between the two systems. 

The ability to encrypt data on the network, using either TLS or Oracle Native Encryption, is a standard 
feature of Oracle Database. This feature can be configured to provide both confidentiality (to prevent 
others from reading data sent over the network) and/or integrity protection (to prevent others from 
modifying or replaying the data). Additionally, TLS can provide client and server authentication.
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The network data protection settings for each Oracle client and server are configured in their respective 
sqlnet.ora file. The applicable settings for each system include the list of cryptographic algorithms it 
supports as well as options for how connections are negotiated. 

ENCRYPTING DATA AT REST IN DATABASES
When information is written to the database it is stored in files, either on disk or in some other form 
of storage. Encryption ensures that an attacker cannot read the information directly from the files. 
There are multiple ways to encrypt the data: at the application layer, at the file or volume layer, or at 
the database layer. Irrespective of the layer where encryption is done, the key considerations include 
performance, simplicity of installation and use, transparency for existing applications, data migration 
from plaintext to encrypted form, patching, and key management.

Applications could encrypt the data before storing it in the database. Not only would this require each 
application to contain software for encryption/decryption, they would also have to manage encryption 
keys and securely store them somewhere. If multiple applications share the information in the same 
database, all of them would need to collaborate to encrypt and decrypt the data. Encryption in the 
application tier also adversely limits the types of queries that can be run outside of equivalency 
searches on encrypted columns. For example, common analytical queries that match against data 
ranges or computed values will not work. Further, application tier encryption does not benefit from 
Oracle Database In-Memory and Exadata high performance architecture. Essentially, encrypting data 
at the highest application layer imposes significant development and management burden because it 
limits performing meaningful relational computation on the data.

File or volume encryption has a number of disadvantages when used to protect tablespace data in 
enterprise databases. One disadvantage is in the overall inefficiency of the system. For example, in 
order to transfer redo logs from a primary to standby system, first the data has to be decrypted at the 
primary, encrypted while being transported across the network, decrypted at the destination, and then 
re-encrypted for storage on the standby system. A second disadvantage is increase in management 
complexity since each storage device typically uses an independent key to encrypt and decrypt data, 
and encryption needs to be deployed at all storage locations as data moves through its lifecycle. Finally, 
in the case of third-party encryption solutions, there is a potential for introducing system instabilities 
and upgrade issues through invasive operating system and/or file system modules. Such third-party 
software can also disrupt patching policies, preventing teams from applying operating system patches 
until a dependent patch is available from the encryption vendor.

Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) transparently encrypts data within the database tier. The encryption 
is transparent because the database automatically encrypts data before it is written on storage and 
automatically decrypts it when reading from the storage. Applications that store and retrieve data in 
the database only see the decrypted or the plaintext data. Because the encryption and decryption takes 
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place automatically, this is not an access control mechanism for database users, but rather a way to 
prevent privileged operating system users from bypassing the database controls to access the data 
directly. Database users and applications do not present a decryption key when they retrieve data using 
a SELECT statement. Instead, the database enforces the access control rules described in the previous 
chapters and denies access if the user is not authorized to see the data. 

TRANSPARENT DATA ENCRYPTION IN ORACLE DATABASES
Oracle Advanced Security Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) is straightforward and ensures that data 
is protected using encryption. TDE is configured by specifying which data is to be encrypted, along with 
a few options about the encryption algorithms that should be used. Although TDE can encrypt selected 
columns, most users select tablespace encryption as it covers all application data. This is because when 
the database runs on modern hardware that includes special instructions in the CPU to accelerate 
cryptographic operations along with database caching, the performance overhead for encrypting all 
data is negligible. Additionally, with tablespace encryption, you do not need to consider changing 
requirement of which columns to encrypt and column characteristics such as indexes and constraints.

Tablespace encryption is configured when the tablespace is created, as shown here:

CREATE TABLESPACE encrypt_ts 

DATAFILE '$ORACLE_HOME/dbs/encrypt_df.dbf'

SIZE 100M

ENCRYPTION USING 'AES128'

DEFAULT STORAGE (ENCRYPT);

Oracle Advanced Security Transparent Data Encryption (TDE)
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Existing tablespaces may be converted to encrypted tablespaces using either online or offline 
encryption options. Online tablespace conversion was introduced in Oracle Database 12c Release 2 
to support zero application downtime during migration from plaintext data to encrypted data. But 
it requires additional transient storage during conversion. An existing tablespace file can easily be 
converted online with a command similar to:

ALTER TABLESPACE <tablespacename> ENCRYPTION ENCRYPT;

Offline tablespace conversion converts the clear-text tablespaces to encrypted form, without requiring 
additional storage. Offline tablespace conversion requires databases to be offline, but for a relatively 
short time as compared to existing migration techniques. Offline tablespace conversion allows 
simultaneous encryption of multiple data files across multiple cores. An existing tablespace file can 
easily be converted offline with a command similar to:

ALTER DATABASE DATAFILE <filename> ENCRYPT;

Sensitive data remains encrypted in the database, whether it is in tablespace storage files, temporary 
tablespaces, undo tablespaces, or other files that Oracle Database relies on such as redo logs. Also, TDE 
can encrypt entire database backups and Data Pump exports. Oracle Recovery Manager (RMAN) and 
Data Pump Export/Import both integrate with TDE encryption to pass through previously  
encrypted data.

TDE tablespace encryption leverages Oracle Exadata to further boost performance. For example, 
Exadata Smart Scans parallelize cryptographic processing across multiple storage cells, resulting in 
faster queries on encrypted data. TDE also benefits from support of hardware cryptographic acceleration 
on server processors in Exadata. TDE integration with Exadata Hybrid Columnar Compression (EHCC) 
compresses data first, improving cryptographic performance by greatly reducing the total amount of 
data to encrypt and decrypt.

Transparent Data Encryption leverages a "FIPS Inside" approach to provide secure and validated 
cryptographic services used by the database. This approach is based on the TDE use of FIPS 140-2 
validated cryptographic module. 

LOCAL KEY MANAGEMENT WITH ORACLE WALLETS
The security of the data being encrypted depends on maintaining the secrecy of the keys used for 
encryption. Proper key management is essential to keep an attacker from discovering the encryption 
key and gaining access to data. It is also vital to ensure that active keys as well as all previous versions 
of the active keys are not lost, that keys are rotated periodically, and that old keys are securely archived 
to provide continued access to backup data sets. Many regulations, such as those developed by the 
Payment Card Industry (PCI), require physical separation between encrypted data and encryption key and 
periodic rotation of encryption keys to limit the exposure period if a single key somehow gets exposed. 

Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) uses a two-tiered key architecture to create and manage the keys 
used for encryption. TDE uses the master encryption key (MEK) to encrypt the internally generated data 
encryption keys (DEK) that are in turn used to encrypt columns and tablespaces. Data encryption keys are 
managed by the database behind the scenes. The master key is separated from encrypted data, stored 
outside of the database, and directly managed by the database security administrator in a keystore.
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 The TDE master encryption key, stored in an Oracle wallet or in Oracle Key Vault, is used to encrypt 
and decrypt TDE data encryption keys, table or tablespace keys stored in the database. The two-tier key 
architecture minimizes the cost of key rotation and thus makes it practical to rotate master keys more 
frequently. When the master key is replaced with a new key, there is no need to re-encrypt all of the 
data, only the much smaller set of data encryption keys. Online tablespace encryption (introduced with 
Oracle Database 12.2) can be used to rotate data encryption keys, if desired.

Administrators perform key management operations (create, open, rotate, backup, etc.) either by using 
a series of SQL commands, or through the Oracle Enterprise Manager. Beginning with Oracle Database 
12c, users can connect to the database as SYSKM instead of SYSDBA to perform key management 
operations. The SYSKM administrative privilege supports separation of duties by providing the ability to 
perform all key management tasks but without the level of broad access granted to SYSDBA. 

The most important aspect of key management is storing the keys in a safe location and restricting 
access to authorized entities. By default, TDE stores master keys in an Oracle wallet, a PKCS#12 
standards-based key storage file. The contents of the wallet are encrypted using a key derived from a 
password that must be provided by a user whenever the wallet is opened to access the keys inside. It 
is important that the password has a minimum of 12 characters and includes both alphanumeric and 
special characters. Note that if the wallet is somehow lost or corrupted or the password is forgotten, 
there is no way to access the data that is encrypted using the master key in the wallet. Hence, it is 
important to back up the password protected wallet elsewhere. While wallets provide an easy key 
management solution for a few encrypted databases, customers are responsible for safeguarding and 
archiving wallets, as well as performing other key management operations.
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Two-tier Key Architecture of Transparent Data Encryption
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CENTRALIZED KEY MANAGEMENT WITH ORACLE KEY VAULT
Oracle Key  Vault is an enterprise key management server which generates keys, provides secure 
storage of keys, and allows sharing of keys for Oracle databases, and other endpoints. Customers can 
periodically back up their local Oracle wallets and Java Keystores in the centralized Key Vault, or they 
can remove the wallet files from their environment entirely by using always-on Key Vault connections. 

Oracle Key Vault is a security-hardened software appliance that uses the industry standard OASIS Key 
Management Interoperability Protocol (KMIP) for communications. All network connections between 
Key Vault and database servers are encrypted and mutually authenticated using TLS. Keys inside the 
software appliance are protected by using multiple Oracle database security technologies.

Database servers and clients use Oracle wallets to store Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) master keys, 
certificates, server passwords, and connection strings. In addition to providing online TDE master key 
management, Oracle Key Vault centrally stores and manages itemized contents of Oracle Wallets. It 
supports sharing of wallet contents across server clusters, and audits access to wallet contents. Oracle 
Key Vault similarly manages Java Keystores and other credential files. Additionally, Oracle Key Vault can 
manage MySQL TDE master encryption keys, Solaris Crypto keys, and ASM Cluster File System (ACFS) 
master keys.

Overview of Oracle Key Vault Use Cases 

Key Vault 
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Oracle Key Vault can manage Oracle Advanced Security TDE master encryption keys for Oracle Database 
Cloud Service (DBCS) instances in addition to managing TDE master encryption keys for on-premises 
Oracle databases. Hybrid cloud key management lets users maintain control and visibility of master 
encryption keys used in the Oracle Cloud as well as for on-premises Oracle databases.

SUMMARY
Rising security threats, expanding compliance requirements, and cloud computing are just a few of the 
reasons why encryption has become critical for enterprises. Encrypting data in motion helps maintain 
confidentiality and integrity of data as it travels across the network, while encrypting data at rest blocks 
unauthorized access to sensitive data using methods that circumvent the database. Key considerations 
for selecting encryption solutions are performance, simplicity of installation and use, transparency for 
existing applications, data migration from plaintext to encrypted form, patching, and key management. 

TLS and Oracle native encryption are standard features of the Oracle Database for protecting data 
in motion. Oracle Advanced Security Transparent Data Encryption safeguards sensitive data against 
unauthorized access from outside of the database application environment by encrypting data at rest. 
TDE prevents privileged operating system users from directly accessing sensitive information by 
bypassing controls and directly inspecting the contents of database files. It also protects against theft, 
loss, or improper decommissioning of database storage media and backups. Oracle Key Vault eases 
the management overhead of mass deployment of TDE by providing a centralized key management 
platform. Encryption and Centralized Key Management are critical for complying with privacy 
regulations and standards such as the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS), HIPAA, 
and EU GDPR.

Oracle Key Vault Hybrid Cloud Deployment
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Reducing exposure of sensitive data is a challenge faced by many organizations. For example, 
snapshots of live production data are typically shared with development and test environments so 
that these teams have access to realistic data to support their activities. This data can include credit 
card numbers, sales figures, customer and employee social security numbers, and other personal or 
proprietary information. Hackers have learned that this kind of information often ends up in test and 
development systems where it is generally less protected than in production systems and therefore 
making it an attractive target for attacks.

Even in production systems there is a need to limit the exposure of sensitive data so that the 
information displayed to various users is limited to the minimum required by them to perform their 
jobs. For example, in the case of a customer service application, a telephone representative may only 
require access to the last four digits of a customer’s social security number in order to verify his or 
her identity. While the system might require the social security number for other purposes such as 
credit reporting, displaying the social security number to the telephone representative through the 
application’s user interface violates the principle of least privilege and creates an unnecessary avenue 
for compromise of this information. Redaction can help address this requirement.

Two important data masking technologies address the need to limit exposure of sensitive data. Data 
masking involves permanently altering data so that it is no longer sensitive. Masking production data 
before it is handed over to test and development teams, also called “static masking,” eliminates the risk 
of data breaches in non-production environments by irreversibly replacing the original sensitive data 
with realistic, but fictitious, data. In contrast, redacting data as it is retrieved for display within production 
applications, also called “dynamic masking,” limits the exposure of sensitive data within application user 
interfaces and helps reduce disclosure risks. While data masking alters the stored data so that it can be 
more freely distributed within organizations, data redaction does not physically alter the stored data; it 
simply transforms the data before it leaves the database and is displayed in the application. Together, 
data masking and data redaction limit the avenues available to hackers to exploit or steal sensitive data 
and helps facilitate compliance with various regulatory requirements such as the EU GDPR. (See chapter 
10 for more information on how data masking helps support EU GDPR compliance.)

This chapter introduces the basic elements of sensitive data discovery, data masking and data 
redaction, and describes how these techniques can be applied to reduce the attack surface for sensitive 
data within applications.
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WHAT IS SENSITIVE DATA?
Sensitive data is quite simply any information which should not be made available to unauthorized 
people, whether they operate inside or outside the organization that owns the data. Data might be 
deemed sensitive if it contains personally identifiable information which could be leveraged for identity 
theft; personal health information subject to regulatory controls such as HIPAA; financial information 
which could be exploited to commit fraud; or proprietary information about customers, suppliers and 
product designs which could be exploited by a competitor. Some examples of sensitive data which 
found in database applications are shown in the table below.

Category of Sensitive 
Information

Examples

Personal Identification Data
Name, address, phone number, driver license number, national ID, 
passport number, voter identification number

Linked PII Data
Age, birth date, birth place, marital status, country of citizenship, 
residence, nationality, gender, religion, race

Health and Medical Data
Health identification number, health insurance number, medical 
diagnosis code, height and weight

Financial Data
Credit card number, card security PIN, card expiration date, bank 
name, bank account number, taxpayer ID

Employment Data
Organization/company name, salary, compensation, job title, 
manager’s name, employee ID, date of hire

Confidential Information
Highly Sensitive/Restricted Data, Sensitive/Restricted Data, Internal/
Confidential Data

Examples of Sensitive Application Data
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WHERE IS YOUR SENSITIVE DATA? 
Knowing what kinds of sensitive data reside in an application is the first step to implementing controls 
to protect it. A surprisingly large number of organizations have difficulty locating and identifying all of 
their sensitive data due to the complexity of large applications which have been developed over time. 
The Application Data Modeling capability in Oracle Enterprise Manager allows users to quickly analyze 
databases to identify sensitive data present within an application and where it resides within the 
database schema. Application Data Modeling first examines the metadata associated with applications 
inside the database, such as column names and data types, to look for patterns suggestive of a variety 
of sensitive data types. It then performs pattern matching against samples of the data contained in 
database columns against a library of well-known and proprietary sensitive data types. For example, 
Application Data Modeling can help locate credit card and taxpayer identification numbers based on the 
column name, column comments, or characteristics of the data itself. This approach helps drive down 
false negative and false positive rates associated with the discovery process. 

The following Enterprise Manager screen shows built-in data patterns and corresponding regular 
expressions used for locating credit card numbers within an application schema. New sensitive types 
can be defined and existing regular expressions can be tailored within the application to extend and 
customize the library of sensitive data types.

Sensitive Data Type Definition
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Production

AGUILAR 203-33-3234 SMITH 111-23-1111

111-23-1111MILLER

60,000

40,000

60,000

40,000BENSON 323-22-2943

LAST_NAMESSN SALARY

Test
LAST_NAME SSN SALARY

SENSITIVE DATA TYPE DEFINITION
Application Data Modeling also analyzes the relationships between application objects using the foreign 
key constraints defined inside the database. Information about the sensitive data types discovered and 
application relationships is contained in an application data model stored in the Enterprise Manager 
repository. Additional relationships can be identified and manually defined inside the application data 
model for applications that do not use database-enforced referential integrity. This preserves application 
integrity by ensuring that when data values are used to join two tables, the masked values are the same 
in both tables.

MASKING SENSITIVE DATA  WITH ORACLE DATA MASKING  
AND SUBSETTING
Once an application data model is completed, Oracle Data Masking and Subsetting is used to define the 
masking rules for creating development and test databases from production databases. 

Sensitive information such as credit card or Social Security numbers can be replaced with fictitious 
values, names and birth dates can be altered, and salaries randomized. The resulting data set may then 
be used for development and testing without expanding the security perimeter, limiting the number of 
database systems that need to be monitored for compliance and security within the organization. 

In addition to masking sensitive data, Oracle Data Masking and Subsetting can leverage the application 
data model to generate a reduced data set of the original data while preserving referential integrity. 
For example, a large (>2TB) data set might be subsetted to generate a smaller (100 GB) data set for test 
and development, thus enabling these activities to be performed efficiently while consuming fewer 
resources. Subsetting can also be useful for deleting old data which may no longer be necessary in 
production data sets.

Overview of Static Data Masking
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Credit Card Masking Formats

MASKING FORMAT LIBRARY
Masking formats describe how original unmasked data is transformed during the masking process 
to create a sanitized data set. Oracle provides an out-of-the-box library with comprehensive masking 
formats for common types of sensitive data such as credit card numbers, telephone numbers, Social 
Security numbers, dates, and national identifiers. The example below shows some of the formats 
supported for different types of credit card numbers. The ability to create fictitious credit card numbers 
for multiple varieties of credit cards preserves diversity in the test data set and helps ensure generation 
of a realistic test data set.

By leveraging the masking format library, organizations can apply data masking and anonymization 
rules to sensitive data across enterprise-wide databases and ensure consistent compliance with 
regulations. They can also extend the masking format library with their own masking formats to meet 
specific requirements. For example, custom e-mail addresses could be generated in a test data set 
consistent with a fictitious set of first and last names contained in other columns within the database. 
By leveraging the masking format library, organizations can apply data masking and anonymization 
rules to sensitive data across enterprise-wide databases and ensure consistent compliance with 
regulations. They can also extend the masking format library with their own masking formats to meet 
specific requirements. For example, custom e-mail addresses could be generated in a test data set 
consistent with a fictitious set of first and last names contained in other columns within the database.
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POWERFUL MASKING TECHNIQUES
Oracle supports different masking techniques, enabling complex applications to function with masked 
data in a variety of test and development environments. Some common masking techniques are 
described below.

Masking Technique Description

Array list
Replaces values in a column with random values from a user 
provided list.

Conditional masking
Applies different masking formats to different rows based on a 
condition. For example, data about citizens from multiple countries 
can have unique masked national identifiers based on their country.

Compound masking
Masks related data stored in multiple columns as a group. For 
example, city, state, and zip code may need to be masked together so 
that the masked values correlate with each other.

Deterministic masking

Masks data to the same consistent value across multiple databases 
or applications. This is used to ensure that certain values such 
as customer number gets masked to the same value across all 
databases. This can be used to maintain referential integrity in a 
multi-application test environment. 

Random dates
Replaces a column of data with random dates within a user specified 
date range.

Shuffle masking Randomly reorders the values within a column of data.

SQL Expression masking
Uses a user supplied SQL expression to generate masked values to 
replace the original values. This may be used to mask data contained 
in large objects (LOBs) including BLOBs, CLOBs and NCLOBs.

Representative Masking Techniques

MASKING MODES
Oracle Data Masking supports two different modes for masking data. Data can be masked in place 
within the database, or as the data is being exported. When masking in place, the stored data is altered 
physically and is hence is generally performed on a cloned copy of a production database instance. For 
in-export masking, the data is masked during the Oracle data export process leaving the original data 
unaltered on production servers. The resulting masked physical export files can then be directly shared 
with test and development organizations. Data Redaction
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Partial Data Redaction

There is an increasing need to control the display of sensitive data contained within applications. For 
example, a call center application may have a page that exposes customer credit card information 
and other personally identifiable information to call center operators. Exposing that information, even 
to legitimate application users, may violate privacy regulations and put the data at unnecessary risk 
exposing it to those who don’t have the need to know.

One common technique for restricting sensitive data displayed in an application is to redact it. With 
redaction, displayed data might be hidden completely, replaced with random data, or special characters 
may be applied to part of a retrieved data element, such as the first twelve digits of a credit card or 
the username portion of an e-mail address. Organizations redact sensitive data shown on application 
screens to better protect personal information and adhere to regulations. However, implementing 
redaction inside application code can be difficult to maintain. Strict controls must be placed on new 
application development to make sure that custom application code and new objects are properly 
accessed. In addition, redaction approaches implemented with custom application logic can result in 
disparate solutions that are inconsistent across the enterprise, especially in a consolidated environment 
where multiple applications access the same data. 

The best approach for controlling the exposure of sensitive data in applications is by enforcing 
redaction policies inside the production database as the data is being served to the application. Oracle 
Data Redaction performs selective, on-the-fly redaction of sensitive data in query results prior to display 
by applications. It enables consistent redaction of database columns across application modules 
accessing the same data. Oracle Data Redaction minimizes changes to applications because it does 
not alter actual data in internal database buffers, caches, or storage, and it preserves the original data 
type and formatting when transformed data is returned to the application. The following illustration 
shows an example where the first five digits of Social Security numbers are redacted prior to display 
through a call center application. Oracle Data Redaction supports a number of different transformations 
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that can redact all data in specified columns, preserve certain pieces of the data, or randomly generate 
replacement data. Examples of the supported data transformations are shown in the following 
illustration.

Predefined column templates are available for redacting common sensitive data such as dates, credit 
card numbers, and Social Security numbers. For example, a template for redacting Social Security 
numbers is shown in the following illustration

Examples of Data Redaction

Redaction Template

Stored Data

Full

Partial

RegExp

Random

Redacted Display

10/09/1992

987-65-4328

first.last@example.com

5105105105105100

01/01/2001

XXX-XX-4328

[hidden]@example.com

5500000000004
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Oracle Data Redaction can be applied to retrieved data selectively, based on policies that use the 
runtime contexts available from the database and from the running application. These include user 
names, client identifiers, database roles, and session information including client IP addresses and 
program modules. Context information available from Oracle Application Express (APEX), Oracle Real 
Application Security (RAS), and Oracle Label Security (OLS) also can be utilized. Multiple runtime 
conditions can be joined together within a data redaction policy for fine-grained control over when 
redaction occurs. 

The redaction policy expression builder within Oracle Enterprise Manager enables administrators to 
define and apply redaction policies on existing applications. The redaction policy expression builder 
dialog, as shown below, guides the user through creating policy conditions that use context obtained 
from applications, the database, the APEX framework, and other database security solutions.

Redaction Policy Definition
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DEPLOYING DATA REDACTION
The power of Oracle Data Redaction resides in its superior performance, enforcement inside the 
database kernel, and the declarative policy conditions. Redaction policies are stored and managed 
inside the database, and they go into effect immediately upon being enabled. Redaction policies can be 
applied to all database users, or selectively applied based on the user’s environment or other factors. 
Unlike traditional approaches that rely on application coding, data redaction policies are enforced 
directly in the Oracle Database kernel, ensuring consistency across application modules. Oracle 
Enterprise Manager provides an easy-to-use interface for creating and applying redaction policies 
allowing users to specify the protected columns, transformation types, and conditions. In addition to 
the Oracle Enterprise Manager administrative interface, PL/SQL APIs can also be used for scripting and 
applying redaction policies. 

Oracle Data Redaction is transparent to applications and the database. It supports the column data 
types that are frequently used by applications and various database objects including tables, views, 
and materialized views. Redacted values retain key characteristics of the original data such as the data 
type and optional formatting characters. For transparency to the database, Oracle Data Redaction does 
not affect administrative tasks such as data movement using Oracle Data Pump or database backup and 
restore using Oracle Recovery Manager. It does not interfere with database cluster configurations such 
as Oracle Real Application Clusters, Oracle Active Data Guard, and Oracle GoldenGate. 
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SUMMARY
Data masking and data redaction are powerful techniques for limiting exposure of sensitive data 
contained within applications. Oracle Data Masking and Subsetting, combined with Oracle Data 
Redaction, support two important data security use cases. Permanently masking a database before it 
is exported to a test and development system helps ensure this information cannot be compromised 
during these activities. Redacting sensitive data so that it can be displayed on a production system, 
without permanently altering the stored data, limits exposure of sensitive information to application 
users who do not need it to perform their tasks. Both of these technologies play a key role in addressing 
anonymization and pseudonymization requirements associated with regulations such as EU GDPR.
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Even when access controls are properly configured and privilege grants are minimized, two important 
risks still remain. The first is that users who need significant privileges to perform their jobs may misuse 
those privileges. The second is that a hacker may take over the user accounts and misuse the existing 
privileges. Auditing provides a history of who did what and when, and enables organizations to meet 
stringent controls and reporting requirements. It is the primary tool for detecting these incidents so that 
they can be rectified. Many compliance regulations also require that effective audit policies be in place, 
to track all potentially sensitive activities. Maintaining an audit trail of activity in the database is hence 
essential to ensure security and compliance.

Effective auditing requires that audit policies capture the important details about significant events 
while minimizing the noise from routine activity. Audit data must be a reliable record of events which 
cannot be deleted or manipulated to hide suspicious activities. As many database breaches take months 
to get discovered, it is important that audit data be kept for as long as possible to analyze the past 
events. Finally, we need convenient ways to search through the collected audit data to find specific 
information for forensics or detect unusual activity. 

Majority of customers rely on native database auditing as it guarantees completeness and accuracy 
of the audit data. Customers audit databases to comply with SOX, HIPAA, GLBA, FISMA, PCI DSS, 
EU GDPR, and other security and compliance regulations. Internal governance, company specific 
security policies, and forensic reporting also drive the need to audit. Most enterprises want to be 
able to attribute any request or change to data, or modification to the database, to specific events 
that are authorized in terms of who or what was issuing the command, and the business justification 
behind such interaction. Compliance auditors expect that the custodians of the database, the database 
administrator and their management line can account for all access and changes to the database.

53
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TRADITIONAL AUDITING IN ORACLE DATABASES
Oracle Database provides the industry’s most comprehensive auditing capabilities, enabling detailed 
information, as shown below, on events captured for reporting and alerting. Auditing can be 
configured to log both successful and unsuccessful events.

For more fine-grained auditing, Oracle Database supports the ability to audit when specific columns 
in application tables are referenced. For example, a table containing credit limits could have a fine-
grained audit policy that creates audit events only when the credit limit column is updated

UNIFIED AUDITING IN ORACLE DATABASE 12C
Oracle Database 12c advances the database auditing capabilities of prior Oracle releases with 
completely new rich auditing options and simplified administration. Oracle Database 12c audit 
policies can be configured to audit based on named users, all users, users with specific roles, client 
IP address, client program used, time periods, or connection types such as proxy authentication. In 
addition, specific schemas and objects can be exempted from auditing. This conditional auditing can 
dramatically reduce the number of audit records generated and lower the storage requirements, along 
with low overhead on the database server itself.

Compared to the prior Oracle database releases that had multiple audit trails for different types of audit 
records, Oracle Database 12c unifies all of those audit trails into a single one for simplified collection 
and management. This mode is hence called as Unified Auditing. Now Oracle Database 12c and later 
have one audit trail for all of the following audit sources:

• Audit records (including SYS audit records)

• Fine-grained audit records 

• Oracle Database Vault

• Oracle Label Security

• Oracle Real Application Security

• Oracle Recovery Manager

Database details Client details Operation details Statement details

Database name Host name Application user SQL statement

Instance number IP address Time Bind values

Client Program Action 

Success/Failure 

Object

Object owner

Audit Record Details
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• Oracle Data Pump

• Oracle SQL*Loader Direct Load

• Oracle Kernel Access Control List (KSACL, Oracle Exadirect Secure)

• Audit configuration or policy changes

The unified audit trail is stored in tables in the AUDSYS schema, and is available through UNIFIED_
AUDIT_TRAIL view. When the database is not writable, audit records are written to operating system 
files. When the database becomes writable, these audit records can be loaded back into the unified 
audit trail by executing the DBMS_AUDIT_MGMT.LOAD_UNIFIED_AUDIT_FILES API.

To provide separation of duty from traditional DBA functions, Oracle Database 12c introduces two new 
roles: AUDIT_ADMIN for management of audit policies and audit trail, and AUDIT_VIEWER for viewing 
audit data. Audit data can only be managed using the built-in audit data management package within 
the database and cannot be directly updated or removed using SQL UPDATE or DELETE commands. In 
addition, auditing on the following events is mandatory in Oracle Database 12c and cannot be turned off.

• All changes to audit policies and audit trail tables

• Top-level statements by the SYS user or with the SYSDBA, SYSOPER, SYSASM, SYSBACKUP, SYSDG, 
and SYSKM privileges (until the database opens.) 

• All user-issued DML statements on the SYS.AUD$ and SYS.FGA_LOG$ dictionary tables

• Any attempts to modify the data or metadata of the unified audit internal table

• All configuration changes that are made to Oracle Database Vault

PREDEFINED AUDIT POLICIES IN ORACLE DATABASE 12c
Unified audit policies are essentially groups of audit options with different configurations. 
Oracle Database 12c supports multiple pre-defined, out-of-the-box audit policies to address 
common audit use cases:

• Logon Failures: Tracks failed login attempts 

• Secure Options: Captures user privilege changes, metadata changes, and DB level commands.

• Oracle Database Parameter Changes:  
Captures changes in database parameters and configurations. 

• User Account and Privilege Management: Audits changes related to user account, role, and privilege 
management.

• Center for Internet Security Recommendations: Audits events that the Center for Internet Security 
(CIS) recommends.

• Oracle Database Real Application Security: Audits all Oracle Real Application Security administrative 
actions on application users, roles and policies.

• Oracle Database Vault Security: This policy audits all the changes made to the Oracle Database Vault 
and Oracle Label Security policies. 
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CUSTOM AUDIT POLICIES
When default policies do not capture the desired audit data, or when fewer events need auditing, a 
custom policy can be created. For example custom audit polices can be created on tables which contain 
sensitive columns. Here is an example of a customized policy: 

CREATE AUDIT POLICY customer_audpol

  ACTIONS

    INSERT ON sales.CUSTOMERS,

    UPDATE ON sales.CUSTOMERS,

    DELETE on sales.CUSTOMERS   

  WHEN 'SYS_CONTEXT(''USERNEV'',''IP_ADDRESS'') NOT IN ( ''192.0.2.1'',''192.0.2.2'',''192.0.2.3'') '

  EVALUATE PER STATEMENT;

AUDIT POLICY customer_audpol; 

In this example, the audit policy will audit any INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements on the sales.
CUSTOMERS table when the client IP address is not on the trusted list. 

AUDITING MODES
As unified auditing in Oracle Database 12c is a completely new implementation, customers have two 
options for enabling auditing:

• Pure Unified Audit: All audit trails are consolidated into a single audit trail table. Note that in this pure 
mode, the audit syntax from Oracle Database 11g and earlier releases is not supported. 

• Unified Auditing Mixed mode: Mixed mode is intended to provide a smooth transition from the 
traditional Oracle Database auditing through support of Oracle Database 11g auditing syntax, as  
well as the new Unified audit policies for new audit requirements. Note that in this particular 
mode, some of the events may be logged at multiple audit locations creating an extra storage and 
performance overhead.

Pure Unified Audit mode is the recommended approach moving forward. It has many advantages 
including lower performance impact. In Oracle’s internal TPC-C test environment, Unified Audit record 
generation has ~ 2% throughput overhead for approximately 36,000 records/min.

MONITORING WITH ORACLE AUDIT VAULT AND DATABASE FIREWALL
While audit data generation is simple and highly automated, there are other aspects to developing a 
comprehensive audit plan. First, a large deployment of Oracle and non-Oracle databases can produce 
a great deal of audit data to consolidate. Secondly, good practice dictates that audit data should be 
transmitted to a remote centralized location where it is secure from tampering by the individuals  
whose activities are being audited. Finally, it is important to have a way to efficiently monitor the 
ongoing stream of audit data to find the particular events with security implications and identify 
problems that need immediate attention.
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Oracle Audit Vault and Database Firewall (AVDF) simplifies the collection of audit records in a secure 
repository, creates separation of duty from the databases it is auditing, and produces consolidated 
reports and alerts on audit event data. AVDF collects audit data not just from Oracle databases, but also 
from Oracle MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server, SAP Sybase, and IBM DB2 for LUW databases, along with 
the commonly used operating system platforms such as Linux, Solaris, Windows, and AIX. AVDF is 
designed for enterprises that wish to collate audit information from hundreds of database instances and 
provide unified policy management and reporting from a centralized server.

The figure below shows the deployment of Oracle Audit Vault and Database Firewall in a heterogeneous 
environment.

Oracle Audit Vault Functional Architecture
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COMPONENTS OF ORACLE AUDIT VAULT AND DATABASE FIREWALL
AVDF has three main components:

• Audit Vault Server, which is the central repository of audit records (unsurprisingly, held in an Oracle 
Database 12c). It is highly scalable, performant and secure through the use of various Oracle 
technologies such as compression, partitioning, encryption, in-memory and privileged user controls. 
Audit Vault Server performs three primary roles:
 – Consolidation of audit data and event logs from Oracle and non-Oracle databases, operating 

systems, directories, Database Firewall, and other custom sources. Audit Vault Server also encrypts 
data during transmission and for storage.

 – Reporting and distribution of out-of-the-box and custom reports
 – Creating alerts for managing potentially invalid transactions

• Audit Vault Agents, and Audit trails: Audit Vault Agents are low-impact host-based programs that 
manage the collection of data from systems where they are installed, and communicate with the 
Audit Vault Server. Audit trails are the sources of audit data. There are five kinds of audit trails:
 – Database audit trails including Oracle Database, Microsoft SQL Server, SAP Sybase, IBM DB2 

for LUW, and MySQL. The audit data can come from audit tables, audit files, or REDO records, 
depending upon the target.

 – OS audit trails from: Oracle Linux, Red Hat Linux, Oracle Solaris, Microsoft Windows, IBM AIX
 – Microsoft Active Directory 
 – File systems such as Oracle ACFS
 – Custom audit data in either database tables or XML files so that audit data for custom applications 

can also be collected and reported in the same way without having to write additional code. 

• Database Firewall is the network monitoring component of AVDF that monitors SQL transactions 
over the network and determines whether a SQL statement should be permitted, modified, blocked, 
or substituted before it reaches the database server. The next chapter describes the operation of 
Database Firewall; for now it is sufficient to know that it forwards audit data and relevant events to 
the Audit Vault Server. 

REPORTING
Oracle Audit Vault and Database Firewall reports can be used to monitor a wide range of activities 
including privileged user activity on the database server, changes to database structures, and inbound 
SQL statements on the network. In addition, reports include information on changes in database 
account management, roles and privileges, object management, and stored procedure changes. 
Reports consolidate audit information from databases, operating systems, and directories, providing an 
aggregate view of activities across the enterprise. 

Auditors access reports interactively through a web interface, or through PDF or XLS report files. The 
web console is built on Oracle Application Express technology and provides the ability to create color-
coded charts and graphs. Report columns can be sorted, filtered, re-ordered, added, or removed. Rules 
can automatically highlight specific rows so that users can quickly spot suspicious or unauthorized 
activity. PDF and XLS reports can be generated and delivered via e-mail. Reports can also be defined to 
require attestation by multiple auditors. Users can use Oracle BI Publisher to create new or customize 
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PDF and XLS report templates to meet specific compliance and security requirements. Furthermore, 
the Audit Vault Server repository schema is documented, enabling integration with third-party reporting 
solutions. 

COMPLIANCE REPORTS
Standard out-of-the-box audit assessment reports are categorized to help meet regulations such as: 

• Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS)

• Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) 

• Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)

• Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA)

• European Union Data Protection Act (DPA)

ACTIVITY REPORTS
Activity reports cover topics such as failed logins, changes to application tables, database schema 
changes, or user entitlements. For example, if you want to audit each time a user performs data 
definition language (DDL) SQL statement such as DROP or ALTER, the pre-built “Database Schema 
Changes” report highlights rows associated with that particular user and drills down to individual event 
details. You can also get an overview of all audit events, which can be filtered by target system, user, 
operation, time, and so on. 

Oracle Audit Vault built-in Activity Reports
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Reports like the one in the figure below can be used to monitor a wide range of activity from databases, 
operating systems, and directories, providing an aggregate view of activities across the enterprise.

Consolidation from Network Events, Database Audit, and OS Event Logs

Audit Vault Summary Reports

SUMMARY REPORTS
The report group contains summary reports, trend charts and anomaly reports as shown in figure 
below. These reports can be used to quickly review characteristics of user activity on specific targets or 
across the enterprise. 
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Summary reports focus on statistics of occurrence of various types of events, generated by individual 
users or initiated from specific client IP addresses. Trend charts graphically present general event 
trends and also trends based on specific user, client IP and secured target. Figure below shows events 
by day which can show unusually high level of activities during certain days of the week.

Anomaly reports highlight new and dormant user and client IP anomalies over time. Activities by new 
users, or previously dormant users, can be indication of account hijacking. The anomaly reports can 
help detecting such scenarios. 

Event Trending Report
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ENTITLEMENT REPORTS 
Entitlement reports as shown in figure below, describe the types of access that users have to an Oracle 
database, providing information about the users, roles, profiles, and privileges used. These reports are 
useful for tracking unnecessary access to data, finding duplicate privileges, and simplifying privilege 
grants. After you generate an entitlement snapshot, you can compare different snapshots to find how 
the entitlement information has changed over time. This is particularly useful for identifying any drift 
from an approved database entitlement baseline, and can also pinpoint privilege escalations which are 
due to enable malicious activities.

Entitlement Reports
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ALERTING
Alert Management lets you create alert definitions that raise alerts on the auditor dashboard and 
sends notifications to multiple users for investigations and attestation. Alerts can be defined specifying 
a Boolean condition using SQL comparison operators (=, <, LIKE, IN, NULL, and so on) and logical 
operations (NOT, AND, OR). As shown in figure below, alerts can also be configured to be threshold and 
time based. For example, if five login failures occur within a one-minute window, possibly indicating a 
brute force attack, then an alert is raised. Alerts can be forwarded via email or Syslog.

 

Alert Definition
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ORACLE AUDIT VAULT FOR THE CLOUD
With the rapid adoption of the cloud, companies increasingly face the situation where some of their 
databases are deployed on-premises while others are deployed in the cloud. The challenge is to audit 
and monitor them all, ideally with a unified security infrastructure. 

Oracle Audit Vault Server can be configured to monitor databases in the cloud, allowing sites to 
consolidate auditing across hybrid cloud environments where some databases are on-premises and 
others are in the cloud. Utilizing an on-premises security and audit infrastructure for both on-premises 
and cloud database targets has many advantages including consistent policies, unified reporting, and 
common alert management. Existing alert configurations and data retention polices can be applied 
for cloud databases. Thus the same resources can be utilized for configuration and maintenance tasks 
across on-premises and cloud.

In hybrid cloud deployments as shown in figure below, the on-premises Audit Vault Server collects 
audit data from both on-premises and Oracle Database Cloud Service (DBCS) instances. On-premises 
agents retrieve audit data from the DBCS instances over encrypted channels, and then transfer it to 
the on-premises Audit Vault Server. Outside of opening the appropriate network ports on the cloud 
infrastructure, no other on-premises networking changes are necessary.

Hybrid Cloud Deployment for Oracle 
Audit Vault and Database Firewall 
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SUMMARY
Effective auditing requires that audit policies capture the important details about significant events, 
with minimal impact on the environment. The collected audit data must be a reliable record of events, 
and not something that could be deleted or manipulated to hide suspicious activities.

Oracle Database provides the industry’s most comprehensive auditing capabilities, enabling detailed 
information on events captured for reporting and alerting. With Conditional Auditing, users have the 
ability to configure precise, context-dependent auditing which should reduce the performance overhead 
associated with database auditing and enable more effective analysis of audit logs. Additionally 
the pre-defined Unified Audit Policies simplify the configuration and management process. Large 
deployments of Oracle and non-Oracle databases can produce a great deal of audit data which needs to 
be consolidated and secured for alerting and reporting. 

Oracle Audit Vault consolidates and secures audit data from databases, operating systems, and 
directories. Utilizing its extensive reporting and alerting capabilities, Oracle Audit Vault provides 
auditors and security personnel with access to detailed information and early warning alerts on 
potentially malicious activities. The wide variety of reports such as Activity Reports, Correlation 
Reports, Summary Reports, Anomaly Reports, Trend Charts, Entitlement Reports, and Stored Procedure 
Audit Reports allow a quick and efficient way to detect and investigate data breaches. The reporting 
framework also supports most mainstream compliance initiatives.
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The widespread use of applications and the relative ease of exploitability have made them number one 
entry point for hackers. Various studies have concluded that a significant percentage of data breaches 
are caused by misusing credentials of insiders, compromised clients, or through SQL injection. 
According to the 2017 Verizon’s Data Breach Investigation Report, 81% of hacking related breaches 
involved the misuse of stolen or weak credentials. SQL injection has been the number one application 
security risk on the OWASP Top 10 for several years.

The increasing number of network attacks focused on application level vulnerabilities has made 
continuous and real-time monitoring mandatory. Relying on the traditional perimeter-focused 
network firewalls is no longer adequate as they are just filtering systems that allow or deny network 
communication. They are not capable of evaluating the actual content of the packets and providing full 
syntax control. Therefore, they cannot block any malicious requests trying to exploit vulnerabilities such 
as SQL injection or cross-site scripting. Moreover, the blurring network boundaries and the increasing 
insider threats have rendered traditional network firewalls inadequate. 

This chapter describes some common network attack vectors used to compromise the application data 
and the security techniques that can be applied to thwart them. It also explains why it is important 
to protect data at the database level and the essential characteristics of an effective monitoring 
solution. We introduce a comprehensive and flexible database activity monitoring solution, enabling 
transparent, real-time database activity monitoring for security violations. It not only monitors and 
blocks attacks such as SQL injection and misuse of credentials, but also provides the ability to define 
policies and raise alerts based upon multiple sets of factors such as SQL category, application, user, 
and IP address.

SQL INJECTION OVERVIEW
SQL injection, perhaps the most common approach to attack databases, is a code injection technique 
that involves insertion or injection of a malicious SQL statement via the input data from the end user to 
the application. If the input data is not validated properly and is used to dynamically construct a SQL 
query, the malicious SQL gets executed with the privileges of the application runtime. Let’s take an 
example of the following user query. 

SELECT * from stock where catalog-no= ‘<unvalidated-input>';

Here, a malicious user can try to exploit a SQL injection vulnerability by entering one of the following 
payloads as the input.

101’ OR ‘1’= ‘1

1001’ OR full_name LIKE ‘%bob%

’ UNION SELECT cardNo from Orders--'

1001’; DROP TABLE Orders; --’ 
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Instead of the simple select query that the application was going to execute, it can change the query 
parameters, return all the data, execute some other SQL statement, or even go and destroy the data. 
The possibilities are quite endless. The risk here is huge because the malicious SQL statement is 
executed with all the privileges of the original user, and this can be done using a browser anywhere 
on the Internet. A successful SQL injection attack can be disastrous resulting in loss of confidentiality, 
integrity and availability. 

COMMON SECURITY MEASURES
An approach to thwart such attacks is to add protection at the application level by improving user 
authentication, enforcing least privilege, using prepared statements, avoiding dynamic queries, 
performing input validation, and so on. Although these methods provide stronger level of protection 
and should be practiced, even minor gaps in development or configuration controls can easily 
introduce vulnerabilities. Application developers need to be trained to follow secure coding practices, 
but developers may not follow these practices with the rigor that is needed, or they may never get 
around to fixing such vulnerabilities in legacy applications. Further, most applications today operate 
using a single powerful application user account for communicating with the database, and thus  
any weakness may expose the entire  
application data.

This application architecture, combined with the increasing number of attacks on databases via SQL 
injection or insiders with access to privileged accounts, has made database activity monitoring an 
important component of the overall security architecture. Database firewalls are a type of firewall 
that monitor database activity to identify and protect against SQL-based attacks that access or modify 
sensitive information stored in the databases. Most database monitoring solutions on the market today 
rely on regular expressions to determine which SQL statements should be blocked from reaching the 
database. The challenge with these first-generation solutions is that regular expressions do not match 
the expressive power of the SQL language. Because there are many ways to write a SQL statement that 
may have some harmful effect, it is nearly impossible to write a regular expression rule that will detect 
all such statements.

Further, the set of harmful statements is potentially unlimited. Instead of blocking only a fixed set of 
“bad” statements, it is much more effective to allow only “good” statements based on the normal 
activity of the applications and users that connect to the database. Effective monitoring of SQL input to 
the database can block or raise alerts for attempted policy violations and provide comprehensive  
reports about database activity for compliance purposes.
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ORACLE DATABASE FIREWALL
Oracle Database Firewall, a component of Oracle Audit Vault and Database Firewall, provides a 
comprehensive, scalable and flexible solution for monitoring and protecting database systems. Oracle 
Database Firewall acts as the database’s first line of defense on the network, monitoring SQL traffic and 
enforcing expected application behavior while helping prevent SQL injection, application bypass, and 
other malicious activities from reaching the database. After evaluating the SQL statements and acting 
upon it, Database Firewall forwards the database activity logs to Audit Vault Server, which then provides 
comprehensive Database Firewall reports along with other reports.

Oracle Database Firewall collects SQL statements using highly optimized traffic capture techniques. 
Each SQL query is associated with as much session information as possible including context attributes 
listed in the following table.

Attribute Example

Target name
db12gr2.internal.example.
com

Database service 
name

accounts.service1

Database user 
name

dba_001

OS user name
example_dom1\fred.
bloggs

Client IP address 192.0.2.12

Client program 
name

sqlplus.exe

Structure 
Component

Example

SQL Category
SELECT, DML, DDL, DCL, 
TCL

Table name tbl_customers

SQL Context Attributes

SQL Structure Components

This information is then combined with further analysis of the SQL statement based on its type and 
grammatical structure as shown in the following table.
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Oracle Database Firewall uses a highly accurate SQL grammar-based engine to parse the SQL syntax to 
understand the SQL with high accuracy and recognize the different ways a statement can be expressed. 
It groups these SQL statements into clusters, which are SQL statements with the same grammatical 
structure. For example, a SQL query that searches for a specific order number 234324 is essentially 
the same as the one that searches for another order number 333221. Understanding the similarity 
between different queries filters millions of SQL queries down to just a few hundred, which in turn can 
be further subcategorized by IP addresses, client programs, SQL types, and user names. Using these 
SQL clusters, Database Firewall lets you define firewall policies that can include both allowed SQL (a 
whitelist) and disallowed SQL (a blacklist). The SQL statements that do not belong to the white list or 
the ones that belong to the blacklist could possibly be an attack and need to be dealt adequately.

A blacklist policy specifies a set of harmful statements that are disallowed. It also provides information 
about the various parameters and properties attached to the statements such as the incoming IP 
address, user name, and so on. A blacklist policy can be defined to disallow certain SQL statements 
based on the type of statement, the database object it acts upon, or session information such as IP 
addresses, user names, or client application names.

Since the set of harmful statements does not remain constant, instead of blocking a fixed set of “bad" 
statements, it is much more effective to allow only “good" statements based on the normal activity of 
the applications and users that connect to the database. This set of good statements is a whitelist that 
helps implement a positive security enforcement model. You can set up whitelists of “normal” behavior 
for applications and users who generally perform the same type of SQL interaction.

Once the firewall policy is defined and deployed, Database Firewall captures incoming SQL statements, 
associates session information, analyzes the SQL, and decides based on the policy whether the 
requests should be permitted, logged, blocked, substituted or alerted on. All this work is completed in 
real time, without affecting the database resources.

DATABASE FIREWALL POLICIES
Successful deployment of Database Firewall depends on an effective firewall policy. A policy defines 
rules for Database Firewall to decide whether to permit, block, or substitute a SQL statement. These 
rules also help decide whether a particular event should be logged and an alert should be raised. Policy 
rules can depend on any combination of the SQL statement type, name of the database user, IP address 
of the database client, operating system user name, client program name, or any specified exceptions. 

Database Firewall includes preconfigured firewall policies such as policies that log all SQL statements 
or log only unique SQL statements. In addition, the firewall policy editor can be used to design custom 
policies quickly and efficiently. Database Firewall policies focus on the positive enforcement model of 
whitelists, but can also support blacklists to disallow specific SQL statements.

Using the firewall policy editor, you can create sets of IP addresses, database users, database clients 
and OS users, as shown in the next table. These sets help you arrange the expected session attributes 
into groups that you would like to allow or deny access. 
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You can use these sets to define session profiles and exception rules. Database Firewall implements 
the following sophisticated rules:

• Exception Rules: Exception rules provide a powerful means of allowing or denying a SQL request 
based on the sets of sessions attributes, without looking at the specific SQL statement. Exceptions 
override all other policy rules and determine the action, logging level and threat severity (as shown in 
the following table) to use when certain session data is encountered.

Sets of 
Session 
Attributes

Description

IP Address Sets
Specified set of IP 
addresses of database 
clients

Database User 
Sets

Specified set of database 
user login names

Database Client 
Sets

Specified set of client 
programs

OS User Sets
Specified set of operating 
system user names

Sets of Sessions Attributes

Setting Options

Action Pass, Warn, Block

Logging Level
Don’t Log, Sample, Once, 
Unique, Always

Threat Severity
Insignificant, Minor, 
Moderate, Major, 
Catastrophic

Rule Settings
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Similarly, an exception rule could be used to enable a specific remote administrator, coming from a 
predetermined IP address, to diagnose an application performance issue without being bound by the 
rules for "normal" SQL set in the firewall policy. As these examples show, exceptions can be seen either 
in terms of a whitelist or a blacklist depending on how you define them. 

• Policy Rules for Analyzed SQL: Database Firewall automatically analyzes actual SQL traffic and puts 
similar SQL statements into groups known as clusters. You can then simply use the policy editor 
to quickly set up whitelists of “normal" behavior and/or blacklists of disallowed SQL statements by 
specifying action, logging level and threat severity for each cluster in the analyzed SQL 

You can also assign session profiles when defining the policy rules. Session profiles are created by 

The following figure shows an exception rule that logs and blocks all the SQL statements that do not 
originate from IP addresses in the Application IP set or database users in the Application Users set.

Exception Rule Example
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grouping one or more sets of session attributes. When you assign a session profile to policy rules, 
these rules are applied only when the session data of an incoming SQL statement matches the 
associated session profile.  

For example, you can create a profile if you want to define a completely different set of rules for SQL 
originating from a certain set of database users. When a user in this database user set accesses the 
database, this profile's policy rules are used instead of your normal policy rules.

• Object Access Policy (Novelty Policy):  
Object Access policy can be used to prevent or allow specific types of SQL statements (DML, DCL, 
etc.) acting on specific database objects such as tables and views. These rules are often used for 
controlling behavior of DBAs over the network where it might be necessary to stop them from 
accessing specific database objects. 

By associating SQL categories with specific objects, Object Access policy provides easy ways to disable 
logging for entire classes of objects, such as the underlying database dictionary tables that are not 
related to the application itself. As with other parts of a firewall policy, Object Access policy can be seen 
either in terms of a whitelist or blacklist, depending on how you define the policy.

HANDLING UNAUTHORIZED SQL 
When Database Firewall finds an unauthorized SQL statement, it can raise alert on the out-of-policy SQL 
statement, and/or block the SQL statement and take one of the following actions:

• Do nothing after blocking the statement. The actual end-user experience would depend upon how 
application handles this case where the database server does not respond. 

• Substitute the out-of-policy statement with a new harmless statement that either does not return any 
data or returns an error. It minimizes the impact as most robust applications can deal with no data 
coming back or the error returned.

• Drop the connection to the client. This blocks all traffic from that specific connection to database. This 
is the most aggressive action, and if the application is using connection pooling, this will impact all 
the users using the pool. 

DATABASE FIREWALL REPORTS
Database Firewall sends alerts and event logs to Audit Vault Server enabling you to examine the audit 
data and firewall event data in a consolidated fashion. In addition, you can  
define rule-based alerts on the event data received from the Database Firewall. Alert conditions are 
flexible and can include more than one event, and the events can come from different databases.

The Database Firewall reports give detailed event information on SQL traffic to monitored databases. 
For example, you can see details of statements that had warnings or were blocked. You can also see 
general information about SQL traffic to the databases, including statement type (DDL, DML, etc.), 
database username, OS username, client application name, client IP address, and Database Firewall 
action and threat level. 

These Database Firewall reports along with the other built-in audit reports provide you the complete 
understanding of the security and compliance status of your database environment.
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MULTIPLE OPERATIONAL MODES
Depending on the required protection level, Oracle Database Firewall can operate in one of the 
following modes:

• Database Activity Monitoring (DAM): In this mode, Database Firewall monitors the SQL traffic to 
the database and raises alerts based on the firewall policy. It sends event logs to Audit Vault Server, 
enabling reports to span information observed on the network alongside audit information from the 
databases, operating systems and directories. Organizations can use this passive monitoring mode to 
alert security operations personnel of unexpected activity and generate a supplemental auditing trail 
to address compliance requirements.

• Database Policy Enforcement (DPE): In this active monitoring mode, Database Firewall acts as an 
application layer firewall, transparently intercepting the incoming SQL traffic and analyzing the SQL 
payload in the TCP packets. In addition to monitoring, logging and alerting, a variety of attacks can 
be prevented by blocking the SQL statements violating the firewall policy and optionally substituting 
them with harmless SQL. Support for policies based on whitelists and blacklists provides a high 
degree of deployment flexibility. 

Report Name Description

Database Traffic Analysis by Client IP All events grouped by client IP and database

Database Traffic Analysis by OS User All events grouped by OS user and database

Database Traffic Analysis by Blocked 
Statements

SQL statements blocked by the Database Firewall

Database Traffic Analysis by Warned 
Statements

SQL statements marked as WARN by the Database Firewall

Database Traffic Analysis by Invalid 
Statements

SQL statements marked as INVALID by the Database 
Firewall

Client program name sqlplus.exe

Database Firewall Reports
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DATABASE FIREWALL NETWORK DEPLOYMENT
Database Firewall can be deployed in one of the following four ways shown in the next figure:

• In-line (Bridge): Database Firewall can be deployed as a transparent network bridge, simply inserted 
into the network in a segment that lies between database clients/ application servers and the 
databases being protected. This bridge architecture requires no configuration changes to database 
clients, applications, or the database itself, and provides the flexibility for both active and passive 
monitoring.

• Out-of-Band: In this passive mode of monitoring, Database Firewall receives a copy of the network 
traffic, including client requests to the database and the database's response to those requests. 
Spanning ports, network taps, and packet replicators can be used to copy database traffic to the 
firewall.

In this mode, the Database Firewall can monitor and alert on SQL traffic, but cannot block or substitute 
SQL statements. 

• Proxy: In scenarios where it is difficult to add a network bridge or if the database servers are in remote 
places, Database Firewall can also be configured as a proxy such that all traffic to the database server 
is routed through the firewall. This requires the database server IP address/port on the database client 
or application to be changed to the IP address/port of the Database Firewall proxy, along with changes 
to the database listener to reject direct connections. 

Most enterprise network switches and traditional firewalls can also be used to redirect database traffic 

Users

Applications

Out of band

Proxy

Host monitor

Network
SQL Data

Audit Vault
(primary)

Audit Vault
(standby)

Inline blocking
and monitoring

Audit Data

Oracle Audit Vault and Database Firewall Deployment
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to a Database Firewall proxy port, allowing SQL traffic to be protected without any changes to database 
clients or applications. The proxy mode of deployment supports both active and passive monitoring of 
database activity. 

• Host Monitor: Database Firewall supports a local server-side, monitor-only agent to ensure flexibility 
in the choice of the network point at which the traffic is monitored. Host Monitor, part of Audit 
Vault Agent, captures SQL traffic reaching the database server and securely forwards it to Database 
Firewall. 

You can customize the deployment with in-line monitoring and blocking on some databases and 
monitoring only on other databases. Database Firewall can also be configured in a High Availability 
mode for fault tolerance. 

SUMMARY
The increasing number of attacks on databases, via SQL injection or misused credentials of insiders, has 
made database activity monitoring an important component of the overall security architecture. Oracle 
Database Firewall provides a sophisticated next-generation SQL grammar analysis engine that inspects 
SQL statements going to the database and determines with high accuracy whether to allow, log, alert, 
substitute, or block the SQL. 

Oracle Database Firewall supports white list, black list, and exception list based polices. Policies can 
be enforced based upon attributes, including SQL category, application, user, and IP address. This 
flexibility, combined with highly accurate SQL grammar analysis, enables organizations to monitor 
database activity, minimize false alerts and only collect data that is important. Database Firewall events 
are logged to the Audit Vault Server enabling reports to span information observed on the network 
alongside audit data, providing you a complete picture of the security and compliance status of your 
environment.
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The easiest way to attack a database is through the browser accessing applications that connect 
with the database. The attacker could take advantage of the SQL injection vulnerabilities within the 
application, or any inconsistencies in the way the application authorizes its users. Today's applications 
have become highly complex with different authorization policies based upon the session attributes, 
user attributes, organization attributes, their role, and so on. Implementing appropriate access control 
checks at all the right places is quite cumbersome, and difficult to maintain over the lifecycle of the 
application. 

Application users should have access to only the tables containing data they need to perform their 
tasks. However, when an object privilege such as SELECT or INSERT is granted to a user for a 
specific table, the privilege provides access to everything within that table. Database tables for most 
applications, however, contain much more data than any single application user should be able to 
access. For example, a customer should be able to review their records in a support application, but 
they shouldn’t be able to see other customer records. A help desk technician needs to see tickets 
assigned to them, but not other open tickets. Sales managers need to see sales opportunities for their 
direct reports, but not for other sales staff. These are all examples of fine-grained authorizations where 
the application user needs to be restricted to only the relevant rows and columns.

Applications typically manage and enforce their own user authorizations, but these authorizations 
won’t apply to other applications accessing the same database tables, or a reporting tool with direct 
access to the database. 

This chapter discusses how applications have typically handled this fine-grained authorization problem 
and its pitfalls. It then introduces multiple data-centric authorization and security controls which are 
enforced in the database tier to provide stronger security, prevent bypass, have less complexity at the 
application tier, and easy to administer.

CHALLENGES WITH APPLICATION AUTHORIZATION
Consider the EMPLOYEE table in the HR sample schema where it might be appropriate to allow all 
users to view the basic information about employee names and departments, but not information 
about compensation including the SALARY and COMMISSION columns. Only managers should be able 
to access the SALARY and COMMISSION columns for their direct reports. It is common for applications 
to write complex application authorization code to determine which rows and columns each user has 
access to, and under what conditions. An extra database schema or set of tables is typically dedicated 
to the user and role authorization information, which is then used to build the SQL that is generated for 
a particular application user request.

Some common problems with this approach:

• An application developer has to write this complex code, and ensure that the application logic is 
applied to all scenarios where the application user needs to access a given table.
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• Every application accessing the same data must re-implement their version of the authorization policy 
as the database itself knows nothing about this security policy.

• Tools that are given direct access to the database (analytical tools, SQL*Plus…) have full unfettered 
access to the data.

• Database audit frequently only sees that an application account has made an SQL query – not the 
actual end-user

Oracle Database addresses this challenge with several technologies known collectively as  
Data-Driven Application Authorization. Centralizing these application authorization controls in the 
database simplifies and accelerates application development, and provides a single set of policies to 
define and maintain.

Oracle introduced the well-known feature called Virtual Private Database (VPD), an automated 
predicate-based row-filtering security technology almost twenty years ago – at that time, the only 
database with this innovative capability. Following that, Oracle Label Security (OLS) was introduced to 
automatically filter rows based upon data and user labels. The most recent technology in this line-up 
is Real Application Security (RAS) introduced with Oracle Database 12c which provides direct support 
for application privileges using declarative PL/SQL scripts, making it much easier to develop secure 
applications. We will now look at each of these technologies in more detail.

CONTROLLING DATA ACCESS USING VIRTUAL PRIVATE DATABASE
VPD enforces row and column level security policies based on the user-context set by the application. 
Using VPD, an application-defined PL/SQL function is executed to generate the appropriate WHERE 
clause each time the table is accessed so that the SQL statement only returns the authorized rows  
and columns. 

With VPD, it is possible to provide different types of access to different rows depending on the 
operation the user is performing. This is useful, for example, to allow users to view information about 
all employees but only update their own rows. A VPD policy can include sensitive columns so that 
only certain users under certain conditions can get access to its values while others get null values. 
With VPD, no matter how the application accesses the table, this fine-grained authorization policy is 
always executed. In this example, the user is only allowed to access hr.employees data if the record is 
part of DEPARTMENT_ID = ‘80’. Additionally, the SALARY data is hidden. When a user executes such a 
generic query without specifying any condition, they still only get the rows and columns that they are 
authorized to get. This significantly simplifies application development as the developer does not have 
to think about how they need to change the query depending upon the user.

VPD has been widely used for application data security over the last couple of decades, but as 
application authorization policies become more complex, the application provided PL/SQL function and 
the related user metadata for enforcing row and column level access became difficult to maintain. 
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SQL> select last_name, email, department_id, salary from 
hr.employees;

LAST_NAME EMAIL     DEPARTMENT_ID  SALARY

---------- --------                           ------
-------                ------

Hunold AHUNOLD@EXAMPLE.COM 80   

Ernst  BERNST@EXAMPLE.COM  80   

Austin  DAUSTIN@EXAMPLE.COM  80   

Pataballa VPATABAL@EXAMPLE.COM 80     

Lorentz  DLORENTZ@EXAMPLE.COM 80  

VPD Policy Keeps Salary Data Hidden

CONTROLLING DATA ACCESS USING DATA LABELS
One method of fine-grained access control involves attaching a label to each data item that describes 
its sensitivity or importance. In many government and corporate environments, a document might be 
labeled as TOP SECRET or INTERNAL USE ONLY, and then only people who have a sufficiently high 
“clearance” level are allowed access to that documents. Typically the labels reflect an ordered set of 
levels, and each user is assigned a maximum level that he or she is permitted to access. This capability 
when attached to the rows of a table, allows the database to inherently know which data is sensitive and 
restrict access to it accordingly.

Oracle Label Security (OLS) simplifies the process of assigning labels to data and users, and enforces 
access control based on those labels. Associated with every row in a table protected by OLS is a label 
that indicates the sensitivity of the data. The label for each row can be set explicitly based on business 
logic, but more often the system sets the label automatically based on the label of the application or 
user session that inserted the row. The label of the user session, in turn, is calculated from a variety of 
factors, including the label assigned to the user, the session, the type of connection to the database, and 
so on. A label can be thought of as an extension to standard database privileges and roles. A label can 
be associated with a database user and starting with Oracle Database 12c Release 2, a label can also be 
associated with application users supported by Real Application Security (discussed later in  
this chapter).

The format of the OLS label is expressive enough to accommodate virtually any data classification 
scheme in commercial or government organizations. Every label includes a level, ordered from lowest 
to highest, to indicate the overall sensitivity of the data. Within a level, optional components called 
compartments and groups can be used to segregate information based on attributes such as project or 
department. Compartments are used to strongly segregate and compartmentalize data such as special 
project information. Groups provide a convenient way to represent hierarchical authorization based on 
geography or organizational structure. 
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The figure below shows an example of a worldwide retail store classification scheme using all three 
label components. Two levels are defined: Highly Sensitive and Sensitive. Only users with the Highly 
Sensitive label are allowed to access the quarterly financial data and reports which have not yet been 
released. A Finance compartment has been defined to only allow access to those with the need to see 
financial data. Upcoming pricing changes are also sensitive so a Pricing compartment protects pricing 
data. Groups are used to represent the retail stores’ geographic hierarchical structure. 

Highly 
Sensitive

Finance
WW

US

Store 1 Store 3
Sensitive Pricing

Oracle Label Security Components: Levels, Compartments and Groups

Labels are represented by the three components separated by a colon (:). A data label that is considered 
‘Sensitive’, with ‘Finance’ data for ‘Store 1’ would be represented as Sensitive:Finance:Store1. Pricing 
data for Store 1 would be labeled Sensitive:Pricing:Store1. The Store 1 Marketing manager needs 
pricing information to create weekly sales newspaper inserts and emails so he/she will have the Pricing 
compartment as part of his/her user label. We will review how labels work by starting the example with 
the group component, then adding in compartment and level.

Store 4Store 2

Europe

Using the Group Component

Group Component LabelData

Access

Access

Access

Store 1 Manager

User Label
Level: Compartment: Store 1

User Label
Level: Compartment: US

US Regional Director

Store 1 Finance ::Store 1

Store 1 Marketing ::Store 2

Worldwide Inventory ::WW

Access

LEVEL COMPARTMENTS GROUPS
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In the label design, users in each store can only see data regarding their store due to the restrictions 
imposed by the Group label component. Users with ‘Store 1’ group label component can only see data 
that has the ‘Store 1’ group data label. A US regional manager would have ‘US’ as their group label and 
this allows them to see all the elements that belong to US (Store 1, Store 2) since the US label is defined 
hierarchically over Store 1 and Store 2 in OLS.

The retail company required that financial and pricing data should only be seen by staff that need to see 
the respective data. ‘Finance’ and ‘Pricing’ compartments were created and financial and pricing data 
records were updated with the appropriate compartment label (example below). Users were reviewed 
to see who should have access to the compartmented data. The Store 1 Marketing Manager needs to 
see pricing data to build sales material for the weekly store sales events and the Store 1 Manager needs 
to see both pricing and financial data for Store 1. But neither manager can see finance data for the  
US group. 

Using the Compartment and Group Components

Compartment, Group LabelData

Access

Access

Access

Store 1 Manager

User Label
Level: Finance, Pricing Store 1 User Label

Level: Pricing Store 1

Store 1 Marketing Manager

Store 1 Finance :Finance Store 1

Store 1 Pricing :Pricing Store 1

Store 1 Inventory ::Store 1

US Finance :Finance: US

Access

Access

Since this is a public company, all non-released quarterly financial data and reports are considered 
highly sensitive. All data was considered ‘Sensitive’ except for the quarterly financial data which was 
‘Highly Sensitive’ with the ‘Finance’ compartment and ‘WW’ group. Only users with the level ‘Highly 
Sensitive’ with the ‘Finance’ compartment and group ‘WW’ could see the data.

For the user to access data, their user label must meet requirements for all three components (level, 
compartment, and group):

• Be at the same or higher level than the level for the data. For example a user with Sensitive level label 
can access data that is labeled Sensitive, but not Highly Sensitive.

• Include all the compartments in the data label. A data label with the Finance compartment will require 
a user with the Finance compartment.

• Include at least one group listed on the data label or have a group label that hierarchically contains 
one of the data label groups. If the data label includes Store 1, a user with Store 1, US or WW group 
label could view it. 

:

:

:

:
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While Label Security has all the functionality to meet government, military and intelligence agency 
requirements for labeling, commercial organizations have also found Label Security to simplify their 
data access authorizations. In the commercial use case above, a retail store used to have individual 
applications and databases for each store. Consolidated reporting was difficult to do along with a high 
price tag for maintaining many duplicate systems. Label Security was used to consolidate the data into 
a single database while maintaining the strong controls on data access. 

The key advantage to using Oracle Label Security is a full authorization infrastructure with mediation 
and simplified administration. OLS provides the same type of row-level access control as VPD, but 
implements the concept and management of user and data levels, compartments and groups which 
map closely to many real world use cases and does not require the administrator to create the PL/SQL 
policy function to enforce the access rules. Once an access control model is in place for data and user 
labels, access control is uniformly enforced everywhere without requiring explicit decisions about who 
should be able to access the data in each individual table. OLS is recommended when the data access 
logic can be expressed with the use of both the data and user labels. 

CONTROLLING DATA ACCESS USING REAL APPLICATION SECURITY
We saw earlier that Virtual Private Database (VPD) controls data access by users. In modern three-tier 
applications, the application end users do not interact directly with the database. Database queries and 
updates are typically performed by a single database user that represents the entire application rather 
than the individual end user.

Because the end user’s identity is unknown to the database, per-user access control policies must be 
enforced by the application instead. Besides requiring extra software development in the application, 
this approach can lead to inconsistent enforcement, especially when there are elements of the system 
that can bypass the application and connect directly to the database.

Introduced in Oracle Database 12c, Real Application Security (RAS) provides the next generation of 

Using the Level, Compartment and Group Components

Compartment, Group LabelData

Access

Access

Access

Chief 
Financial Of�cer

User Label
Highly Sensitive: Finance, Pricing :WW

User Label
Sensitive: Finance, Pricing: Store 1

Store 1 Manager
WW Upcoming Financial Highly Sensitive : Finance : WW

Store 1 Pricing Sensitive: Pricing: Store 1

Store 1 Inventory Sensitive::Store 1

US Finance Sensitive:Finance:US

Access

Access

Access
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application access control framework within the database, enabling three-tier and two-tier applications 
to declaratively define, provision, and enforce their access control requirements in the database layer. 
RAS introduces a policy-based authorization model that recognizes application-level users, privileges, 
and roles within the database, and then controls access on both static and dynamic collections of 
records representing business objects. RAS overcomes the maintainability, scalability and security 
issues faced by complex VPD policies, and also provide support for common application patterns like 
master-detail tables and temporary assignments.

With RAS, the identity of the application end user is securely propagated to the database so that 
access control policies can then be enforced within the database itself. The application can create any 
number of application user sessions and switch between them while using a single connection from a 
connection pool to the database. Note that the application user, however, does not have its own schema 
to store data objects or dedicated connection to the database, as a regular database user would. RAS 
controls can also enforce access control policies on database users.

RAS enforces fine-grained restrictions on access to columns and rows within a database table, just 
like VPD. However, RAS uses a more general, declarative syntax to specify these restrictions. First, 
the administrator creates one or more “data-realms” for each table to be protected. Each data-realm 
identifies an applicable subset of the rows within the table using the same syntax as the WHERE clause 
in a SQL query. Then an access control list (ACL) is attached to each data-realm to identify which users 
or roles have permission to perform which operations on the data within that data-realm.

The example below shows three different data-realms, each shown through a different color. The 
‘public’ data-realm includes all employee records. The ‘self’ data-realm is dynamic and only includes the 
user’s record. The ‘manager’ data-realm includes all the employees that report to the user.

Controlling Data Access with RAS

Name Manager SSN Salary
Phone 
Number

Adam Steven 515.123.4567

Neena Steven 515.123.4568

Nancy Neena 108-51-4569 12030 650.111.3300

Luis Nancy 6900 515.124.4567

John Nancy 8200 515.124.4269

Daniel Nancy 9000 515.124.4469

Public 
Data-Realm

Self 
Data-Realm

Select_SSN 
Privilege

Select_SALARY 
Privilege

Manager 
Data-Realm
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For each of these data-realms, an Access Control List (ACL) is attached that specifies who can access 
that data and under what condition. For the ‘public’ data-realm, all employees have the ‘SELECT’ 
privilege only. All non-protected data would be visible to any employee. However, since SSN and Salary 
data is protected, it doesn’t show up since it’s not included in the ACL for the ‘public’ data-realm. The 
‘self’ data-realm is associated with an ACL to view SSN and Salary data so an employee can view their 
own sensitive data.  

DATA-REALM

SELF

ACCESS CONTROL LIST ROLE

SELF EMPLOYEEUPDATE PHONE NUMBER

VIEW RECORD

AUTHORIZE SALARY

AUTHORIZE SSN

ACL Controls Authorizations for Roles 

A manager can view the salary of their reports using the ‘manager’ data-realm which has an ACL that 
allows the Salary data to be shown. The ‘self’ and ‘manager’ data-realms are dynamic -- that is, RAS 
returns data from appropriate rows and columns based upon the application user identity for that 
particular session. Furthermore, RAS allows the database to enforce additional security policies that 
are unique to each application. The application can define its own privileges in addition to the usual 
SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE to represent operations that are specific to that application, such 
as vacation approval, check approval, and creating invoices. The administrator can specify that access 
to a column requires the user to have a particular application-defined privilege (i.e. UPDATE_SALARY, 
VIEW_SSN). 

Connecting applications through the RAS Java interface to the database is more secure than using 
traditional connections to the database. A traditional application connection to the database needs to 
include every privilege and role that every application user needs to run the application and typically 
including those needed to install and maintain the application. 
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These highly privileged accounts are a top target for cyber criminals looking to get into a database.  
The RAS application user connection to the database uses a minimally privileged account so even if the 
account is compromised, attackers could not use it to access sensitive data. RAS data-realms, ACLs, and 
policy management can be done completely through the RAS management PL/SQL API or through a 
RAS Administration GUI (RASADM) that is downloadable at no cost from the Oracle RAS website on the 
Oracle Technology Network (OTN).

With built-in support for propagating application users’ sessions to the database, Oracle RAS allows 
security policies on data to be expressed directly in terms of the application-defined users’ roles and 
data operations. The RAS security model allows uniform specification and enforcement of access 
control policies on business objects irrespective of the access path. Using declarative access control 
policies on application data and operations, Oracle RAS enforces security close to the data and enables 
end-to-end security for both three-tier and two-tier applications. The declarative model for RAS is much 
simpler to maintain and extend than with VPD. 

SUMMARY
Hackers and malicious insiders can take advantage of weak application authorization policies if they 
are implemented inconsistently and improperly. Oracle authorization technologies can centralize and 
secure all database clients including applications, analysis tools and command line tools. Centralized 
application authorization can also help accelerate application development and reduce the complexity 
of maintaining and upgrading multiple authorization policies in different applications. 
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Today’s systems have become very sophisticated with many configuration settings. As recent data 
breaches have demonstrated, it is critical to have properly configured and secure systems. A human 
error could potentially leave your database open to everyone, or an attacker could maliciously exploit 
vulnerabilities in configuration to gain unauthorized access to sensitive data. By overlooking basic 
security controls, organizations might end up losing their customer names, addresses, date of birth, 
account information, and other personal data impacting their reputation and bottom line. It is important 
to scan the database to ensure that it is securely configured, and to remediate the situation if there is a 
deviation. 

Security configuration scanning has also become an important part of many regulations such as the 
EU General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR), Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI 
DSS), Sarbanes-Oxley, and numerous breach notification laws. Various organizations such as the Center 
for Internet Security (CIS) and U.S. Department of Defense also have recommendations for security 
configuration best practices. The importance of configuration cannot be understated as new regulations 
are being released and existing regulations are evolving. As a result, having a solution that can adapt to 
new regulations is critical. 

This chapter describes how to quickly evaluate your database security posture and come up with a 
strategy to keep your databases secure.

EVALUATE AND MONITOR DATABASE CONFIGURATION
Attackers take their time to prepare the attack and spend considerable time doing reconnaissance. 
They use several tools that automate the discovery of database SIDs, open ports and vulnerabilities, 
automate SQL injection attacks, and execute brute force dictionary attacks. Once they finish probing, 
they identify the weakest links and then determine the next steps. In essence, the attackers are also 
evaluating the current security status to find out the easiest way to get to the data. 

• Is the data encrypted? Yes? So I probably need to get into the database and get the data in clear. 

• Are there any known users? 

• Are these known users using default passwords? 

• Is auditing on? 

• Who has DBA privileges? What are the known vulnerabilities for this database version?  
Have those been patched yet? 

• Which package applications are running on this database? 

• Are those running with all powerful privileges? 

• Is there a way to escalate privileges? 

All these questions are inside the hackers mind, and the answers help them come up with a plan to 
break into the database and the data. Organizations, as the owners of the data, need to do similar 
thinking, but with the aim to improve the security posture. 
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Properly hardening and securing a database is not an easy task. It needs an understanding of the 
users and their roles, the data and its sensitivity, security configuration parameters, enabled features, 
knowledge about the database attack vectors, and finally the available security controls to protect it. 
As the Oracle Database is highly customizable, it also needs an understanding of the impact of the 
configuration choice on the overall security.

Here are the key considerations on protecting your databases:

• Almost all databases hold sensitive data, but not all sensitive data is the same. For example, date 
of birth may be more sensitive than your email address. It is important to find out which databases 
contain what type of sensitive data so that controls can be put in place accordingly.

• Database vulnerabilities include, among others, excessive privileges, vulnerabilities from unpatched 
systems, application SQL injection, weak credentials, and lack of a trusted path, no segregation of 
duties and no encryption along with no auditing. 

• Security configuration parameters are tightly related to how the database behaves and requires an 
understanding on what the parameters are, what they do, the impact of changing them, and their 
dependencies.

• Not all database users are equal. Apart from the Database Administrators (DBAs) there are several 
other actors/processes that need to interact with your data through an account – the application 
itself, application administrators, security administrators, and others like service accounts, batch 
programs, etc. Clearly identifying the different types of users and the different types of activities they 
need to execute on the database will help to properly manage privileges and roles and implement the 
principle of least privilege. 

• Not all databases are created equal and rarely take into consideration the controls needed to protect 
sensitive data. The database might enforce a certain password complexity factor but may not protect 
customer table data out-of-the-box. Attackers exploit this “vulnerability” that comes with installing a 
system by default, or databases that are badly configured. 

QUICKLY EVALUATING THE SECURITY STATE OF ORACLE DATABASES
The Oracle Database Security Assessment Tool (DBSAT) identifies potential sensitive data and areas 
where your database configuration, operation, or implementation introduces risk. DBSAT collects and 
analyzes different types of data from the database. DBSAT further recommends changes and controls to 
mitigate those risks. 

Apart from database and listener configuration, DBSAT collects information on user accounts, privileges 
and roles, authorization control, separation of duties, fine-grained access control, data encryption and 
key management, auditing policies, and OS file permissions. DBSAT applies rules to quickly assess 
the current security status on a database and recommends best pratices. New best practices rules are 
delivered periodically with new versions of the tool. 
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One challenge that comes with doing database security assessments and vulnerability assessments is 
that the data about the vulnerabilities becomes unmanageable. A lot of findings are presented and it is 
hard to find a way to prioritize and act upon critical findings first.

DBSAT not only scans the database for weaknesses and vulnerabilities but also indicates the priority 
level to help prioritize work on the most critical weaknesses first. DBSAT also provide high-level details, 
along with specific recommendations for each of the issues making it simpler and quicker to act.

DBSAT COMPONENTS
DBSAT has three components: Collector, Reporter, and Discoverer. The Collector and Reporter are used 
for generating Database Security Risk Assessments, and the Discoverer to discover the different types 
of sensitive data in the database.

The Collector first gathers security configuration information from the database and underlying OS. 
The Reporter then analyzes the collected data and generates detailed findings and recommendations. 
The output reports are in HTML, spreadsheet, text and JSON formats. The Discoverer helps to identify 
sensitive data by looking into table metadata (comments and column names) and classifies and 
summarizes the findings in an HTML and spreadsheet reports.

The HTML reports provide detailed results of the assessment in a format that is easy to navigate. 
The XLS format provides a high-level summary of each finding so that you can add columns for your 
tracking and prioritization purposes. A report in text format makes it convenient to copy portions of the 
output for other usage.The JSON output is convenient for data aggregation and integration purposes.

10g, 11g, 12c

Spreadsheet

Text

HTML

DBSAT
SQL

Database Security Assessment Tool (DBSAT) Overview

,18c
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The following figure displays the first three tables of a Database Security Assessment summary.

DBSAT Report 
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The resulting analysis is reported in units called Findings and consists of the following:

• Status – This indicates the level of risk associated with the finding (Pass, Some Risk, Significant Risk, 
Severe Risk) or indicates that the finding is an Advisory for improvement, such as information about 
an optional security feature that is not currently in use. In cases where further analysis is needed, the 
status is shown as “Evaluate.”

• Summary – Presents a brief summary of the finding.

• Details – Presents the details of the results, followed by recommendations.

• Remarks – Explains the reason for the rule and recommended actions for remediation.

• References – When applicable it will reference the CIS Oracle Database 12c benchmark 
recommendation and the EU GDPR article/recital.

In the Finding bellow, DBSAT immediately identified that there are five users with the DBA role and 
that further analysis is needed (Status = Evaluate). The Remarks provide more information on why it is 
important to limit the usage of this role to a small number of trusted administrators. References flag this 
Finding as matching CIS Oracle Database 12c Benchmark recommendation 4.4.4.

Sample Finding – Users with DBA Role
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Sample Finding – Password Verification Functions 

DISCOVERING SENSITIVE DATA WITH DBSAT
Knowing where sensitive and personal data resides is still a challenge for most organizations. 
Regulations such as the EU GDPR require organizations to protect PII data and to be able to achieve its 
requirements, organizations first need to know what personal data they have. 

The latest addition to DBSAT – Discoverer – greatly helps to identify where sensitive data is. DBSAT 
Discoverer scans a database for sensitive data using customizable regular expression patterns and 
generates a report. This report summarizes the tables and columns along with a data classification and 
provides insight on where your sensitive data is. 

Sensitive data can also be discovered using Enterprise Manager’s Application Data Modeling 
capabilities (Chapter 5).
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DBSAT is a free tool available to all Oracle customers so that they can quickly find sensitive data, 
evaluate their Database Security posture, identify gaps, and implement the recommended security best 
practices for their organization. DBSAT is also used by Oracle consultants while executing Database 
Security Assessments.

DBSAT Discoverer Column Details

DBSAT Discoverer Table Details
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ENTERPRISE LEVEL MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT
While DBSAT collects configuration information and identifies gaps along with recommendations, 
Oracle also provides Enterprise Manager Database Lifecycle Management (DBLM) Pack to address 
your enterprise needs for assessing security configuration. The DBLM comprehensive solution helps 
database, system and application administrators automate the processes required to manage the 
Oracle Database lifecycle processes including: 

• Discovery and Inventory tracking

• Database Provisioning

• Ongoing Change Management, patch-management, upgrades, schema and data changes, plan and 
track change activities 

• Configuration Management, track inventory, configuration drift Compliance Management  
and reporting 

• Site-level Disaster Protection Automation

TRACKING SECURITY CONFIGURATION WITH DATABASE  
LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
Oracle Enterprise Manager Database Lifecycle Management (DBLM) Pack provides numerous reports 
for security configuration checks as well as a comprehensive compliance framework. Reports include 
information on initialization parameters, operating system directory permissions, user account profiles, 
and sensitive object reports. These out-of-the-box reports, shown in next figure, are accessible from the 
Reports item on the Security menu. 

Customers can customize the compliance framework either by adapting existing standards and rules 
or by creating new ones. DBLM also ships with a DISA Security Technical Implementation Guide (STIG) 
compliance standard that includes rules to validate STIG requirements.
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STIG Compliance Standard Details

Oracle Enterprise Manager General Security Reports
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SECURITY CONFIGURATION SCANNING WITH EM DBLM
Oracle Enterprise Manager ships over four dozen out-of-the-box compliance standards, which include

• Basic Security Configuration for Oracle Database

• Basic Security Configuration for Oracle Cluster Database

• Basic Security Configuration for Oracle Cluster Database Instance

• Basic Security Configuration for Oracle Listener

• Configuration Monitoring for Exadata Compute Node

• Configuration Monitoring for Security Linux Packages

In addition, the trend analysis allows fine-grained tracking of compliance scores over time. 

COMPLIANCE FRAMEWORKS, STANDARDS, AND RULES
DBLM provides an extensible framework that supports the compliance frameworks, standards, and 
rules. This extensibility enables organizations to adapt to the ever-changing world of compliance and 
also create custom configuration scans to test systems against internal best practices. 

Compliance 
Framework

A compliance framework is 
an industry-specified best-
practices guideline that 
deals with the underlying IT 
infrastructure, applications, 
and processes. e.g. PCI 

Compliance 
Standard

A compliance standard is a 
collection of checks or rules 
for a specific target type. They 
represent best practices and 
help maintain consistency 
across systems

Compliance 
Standard 
Rule

A compliance standard rule is 
a test to determine a specific 
configuration parameter or 
real-time status
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ASSET DISCOVERY AND GROUPING WITH EM DBLM 
The EM DBLM Pack eliminates the need to manually track IT assets including databases. It provides non-
intrusive network scanning capabilities to discover servers, databases and other applications. With the 
ever-growing number of systems and services that administrators are responsible for, administrators 
need a view that includes only those targets they need to monitor and manage as one. Through such 
“Groups”, Enterprise Manager can monitor and manage different targets collectively, easily perform 
administrative operations against the targets, and consolidate and monitor your distributed targets 
as one logical entity. For example, you can define a group called TEST that contains all applications, 
databases, and hosts targets within your test environment. 

From a group’s home page, an administrator can

• Quickly determine the overall security configuration compliance of all the members in the group and 
outstanding alerts,

• Drill down and analyze the specifics of a particular target,

• Compare multiple targets and find out configuration divergence. For example, it could find out which 
database has not turned on auditing.

REAL-TIME MONITORING 
Oracle Database Lifecycle Management Pack enables real-time monitoring to monitor any action 
that can happen against a file (log, configuration, binary), a database object, or a Microsoft Windows 
Registry keys. It can also monitor the start/stop of processes, along with the login/logout and switch 
user (su) activity of users. The real-time aspect of the monitoring means that it captures the action as  
it happens.

Results from real-time monitoring can be reconciled with a Change Management system to determine 
if an action was authorized or not. This audit status annotation can be made manually through the 
management console also.

Enterprise Manager can be configured to send an email and notify in the event of a configuration 
change. Notifications can perform actions such as executing operating system commands (including 
scripts) and PL/SQL procedures allowing you to automate IT practices. EM can also send SNMP 
messages for events published in Oracle Enterprise Manager, such as when a certain metric has 
exceeded a threshold. 

SECURITY PATCH MANAGEMENT

On Patching
The timely application of patches is necessary for organizations to maintain a proper security posture. 
In order to give customers choice and flexibility, Oracle provides different patch strategies: Patch Set 
Updates (PSU), Bundle Patches (BP) and more recently Release Updates (RU) and Release Update 
Revisions (RUR).

PSUs contain a cumulative collection of fixes for proven high impact bugs encountered in the field plus 
the security fixes that are released as part of the Critical Patch Update program. BPs are a superset of 
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Patches and Updates Details

the PSU and include a cumulative collection of fixes to address bugs in a given feature, product, or 
configuration. They are also delivered on a pre-defined schedule and may be more frequent than PSUs. 
Customers should choose the best strategy that adapts to their needs and organization and follow it 
(either PSU or BP).

Since July 2017, and for the Oracle Database and Grid Infrastructure release 12.2 and beyond, Oracle 
is providing a more flexible and responsive strategy for the database software release process – the 
quarterly Release Updates (RU) and Release Update Revisions (RUR). Database version 12.1 and 11.2 
will continue to use the PSU/BP process and version numbering systems.

• RUs are proactive, highly tested bundles of critical fixes which enable customers to avoid  
known issues. 

• RURs contain security and regression fixes to a RU that extend the RU’s lifetime up to two quarters. 
They are specific to a particular RU.

Both RUs and RURs contain all security fixes, thus eliminating any 'security' versus 'stability' tradeoff.

Oracle strongly recommends to keep your database up to date to fix known security vulnerabilities and 
minimizing the risk of a successful attack.

Patching Through DBLM
Patching requires planning as the process is complex, and might lead to downtime. The EM DBLM 
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supports the entire Patch Management Lifecycle including patch advisories, pre-deployment  
analysis, rollout, and reporting. It is integrated with My Oracle Support to provide a synchronized  
view of available and recommended patches. 

SUMMARY
Knowing where sensitive data is, and how the database is configured is the foundation for a defense-in-
depth strategy. Further, the configuration drifts need to be monitored, the database needs to be patched, 
and finally appropriate controls need to be put into place. No system is 100% secure but overlooking the 
basics will only make life easier for attackers.

Oracle Database Security Assessment Tool and Oracle Database Lifecycle Management pack provides 
you with the tools to help you identify sensitive data and areas where your database configuration, 
operation, or implementation introduces risk.  
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IT executives tend to be concerned about database security for one of two main reasons: First, they 
need to minimize the risk of experiencing a data breach, and second, they need to comply with the 
requirements of national/state laws, industry regulations, or contractual agreements. Organizations 
must consider a host of laws which may apply to their activities such as the European Union’s General 
Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR), industry regulations such as the Payment Card Industry council's 
Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS), and services contracts stipulating ISO 27001 or Defense Information 
Security Agency (DISA) Secure Technical Implementation Guide (STIG) standards.  Most organizations 
typically have to consider dozens of different regulations for data privacy and data security. 

Privacy laws regulate the collection, storage, control, and use of personal information about individuals, 
also called personal data or personally identifiable information in different regions around the globe. 
There are hundreds of data privacy regulations – in the United States alone there are 48 different state 
laws dealing with personally identifiable information, and several federal laws dealing with specific 
types of personally identifiable information (e.g. healthcare data). Globally, more than 100 different 
countries have enacted privacy legislation and many more have pending bills or initiatives. While much 
of the world’s population is covered by privacy regulation, the protection and reporting requirements 
vary quite wildly. 

There are numerous sources available for these regulations including books, white papers, or other 
material such as this book that can help you understand them, but none of them should take the 
place of competent legal advice. You should always seek your own legal counsel to understand 
the applicability of any law or regulation, and the relevance of security controls to your specific 
environment. Also, keep in mind that the security controls and practices discussed in this book are 
important even in the absence of regulations – there are good reasons to reduce security risk and 
protect data that go way beyond just complying with some regulation. Most regulations are an attempt 
by the regulator to encourage conformance with their idea of best practices.

Because EU GDPR is one of the most comprehensive in its coverage, it is of significant interest to many 
organizations. Several other countries are modeling their data privacy laws on the framework provided 
by EU GDPR and the concepts being discussed in the context of EU GDPR are applicable for many data 
privacy regulations. The details may vary, but at heart all data privacy regulations attempt to safeguard 
a class of people’s personal information by regulating security practices protecting that data.

INTRODUCTION TO EUROPEAN UNION GENERAL DATA PROTECTION 
REGULATION (EU GDPR)
Before EU GDPR, each of the European Union countries had their own internal national Data Protection 
laws, guided by the EU Data Protection Directive. EU GDPR will replace those laws and provide a single 
common privacy framework for safeguarding EU residents from misuse of their data that will apply 
directly in all EU countries. This common privacy framework will reduce the cost of compliance, and 
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simplify the process of dealing with personal information for businesses serving residents  
of the European Union. 

EU GDPR has 99 articles and 173 recitals. The Article 29 Working Group, the EU’s main privacy 
watchdog, has also adopted numerous documents to advise and clarify EU GDPR requirements. EU 
GDPR was passed in April 2016 and becomes effective on 25 May 2018. 

The law is applicable to all companies and organizations, in all industries, whether the company is in 
Europe or outside of Europe,  
so long as the company collects, processes,  
or maintains data about an EU resident, including through the use of online tracking tools or  
when providing products or services to an  
EU resident.

Under EU GDPR, there are several roles involved:

• Data Subject – the individual whose data is being collected

• Data Controller – the legal entity, public authority, agency, company or any other body that 
determines the purposes and means of processing of personal data

• Data Processor – the legal entity, public authority, agency, company or any other body that may 
collect, store, maintain or otherwise process data about the Data Subject on behalf of the  
Data Controller

• Data Protection Officer (DPO) – monitors compliance with EU GDPR. Keeps management informed 
about their responsibility under the law and is the primary point of contact for the Supervisory 
Authority. The DPO is also responsible for monitoring and overseeing notification and communication 
about personal data breaches. Organizations subject to EU GDPR that engage in certain privacy-
sensitive activities will be required to have a DPO.

• Third Party – a person or organization who, under the direct authority of the Data Controller or 
processor, is authorized to access or process personal data

• Supervisory Authority - sometimes referred to as the Data Protection Authority (DPA) – responsible 
for enforcing EU Data Protection Law. They also provide guidance on the interpretation of that law. 
Each country will have its own supervisory authority.

Under EU GDPR, the protection of personal data is a basic human right, and Data Subjects own data 
about them. Data Controllers are responsible for protecting the rights of subjects and safeguarding 
data collected from or about the subject. Data Processors work with data on behalf of the Data 
Controller, and are responsible for safeguarding a subject’s data and for ensuring that data is used only 
with the consent of the subject. In many cases, the Data Controller and Data Processor will be the same 
entity. Put another way, under EU GDPR, the Data Subjects own their personal data, and if you are 
storing their data you are responsible for protecting it.
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To understand the various actors and their roles, as well as how they relate to each other, consider 
a hypothetical company based in France. Customers of this company place orders online through 
the company’s web store. As part of its multi-national business model, the company stores and 
processes personal information about individuals (Data Subjects). This EU-based company determines 
the purposes and the means of processing personal data, and is therefore considered to be a 
Data Controller. The development, testing, customer care, and billing are outsourced to external 
subcontractors in Brazil and India – these are Data Processors. The company is responsible to the French 
Supervsiory Authority for ensuring that data is appropriately protected. The company’s Data Protection 
Officer is the liaison between the Supervisory Authority and the compan

Let’s consider another example. In this case the hypothetical company is based in the United States, 
and sells goods and services globally – including to residents within the European Union. As part of its 
business, the US-based company stores profile information about its customers that includes name, 
email address, phone number, physical address, and product preference data like preferred clothing 
sizes. In this example, the company is the Data Controller and, even though it is based outside of the 
European Union, it is still subject to GDPR.

Third Party

Processor

Processor

Controller Authority

Data Subjects

EU GDPR Roles
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FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF EU GDPR
Article 5 of EU GDPR outlines six fundamental principles for data protection, which are further 
explained in follow-on detailed articles. The principles require that personal data be:

• Processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in relation to the Data Subject 

• Collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a manner that is 
incompatible with those purposes;

• Adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they  
are processed 

• Accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must be taken to ensure that 
personal data that are inaccurate, having regard to the purposes for which  
they are processed, are erased or rectified without delay 

• Kept in a form which permits identification of Data Subjects for no longer than is necessary for the 
purposes for which the personal data are processed

• Processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data, including protection 
against unauthorized or unlawful processing and against accidental loss, destruction or damage, 
using appropriate technical or organizational measures 

That last principle (“processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security...”) is what almost 
universally concerns us where databases are involved. This principle is reinforced in EU GDPR’s 
article 25 – “Data Protection by design and default” which adds “implement appropriate technical and 
organizational measures” and to “integrate the necessary safeguards into the processing in order to 
meet the requirements of this Regulation.” As custodians of personal data, organizations have a legal 
obligation to protect the personal data they store. 

EU GDPR doesn’t go into specifics on exactly what those technical measures and safeguards are – 
they are left for each organization to determine how to guarantee confidentiality, integrity, availability, 
and resilience of data and systems. Following a well-known and documented security architecture is 
an effective way to start when working with any regulation. For applying that protection to an Oracle 
Database, an organization will usually follow the blueprint already seen in the preceding chapters:

• Assess the risks involved with collecting, processing, and storing personal data including discovering 
and documenting where sensitive data is stored and how it is processed (chapter 9)

• Protect against access to data from outside of the database with encryption (chapter 4)

• Control access to data to prevent unauthorized use, and inappropriate disclosure including enforcing 
separation of duties to limit access to data (chapters 2, 3, and 8)

• Monitor access to data to detect potential data breaches (chapters 6 and 7)

• Minimize the personal data you have to protect (chapter 5)
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ASSESS YOUR RISK
EU GDPR’s article 35 and recitals 84, and 90 – 95 require the Data Controller under certain circumstances 
to conduct a data protection impact assessment to evaluate the origin, nature, particularity, and severity 
of risk. The output of that assessment is then used to determine appropriate measures to safeguard 
personal data and to mitigate the risks. The assessment should include:

• Discover sensitive data – the organization needs to understand where sensitive data is located and 
how it is being processed. In addition to being part of the assessment, Article 30 requires a data 
inventory as part of an organization’s duty to maintain records of processing activities. Both DBSAT’s 
Discovery and Enterprise Manager’s Sensitive Data Discovery feature can help with this – remember, 
Sensitive Data Discovery is included with ALL database security products and options.

• Validate database configuration – systems should be configured in accordance with an organization’s 
own standards, usually those will be based on a widely documented and accepted standard. The 
Database Security Assessment Tool (DBSAT) can help with this – remember, use of DBSAT is included 
with Oracle’s annual support contract.

• Document risks and the measures used to mitigate those risks – the remediation recommendations 
within the DBSAT output can help make a start at this documentation.

PROTECT FROM DATABASE BYPASS
For Oracle Databases, encryption is used to block out-of-band access to data – in other words, data is 
encrypted so that so that someone can’t go around access control mechanisms to view data directly. 
Examples of “going around” might include using a strings command to view data in a data file or redo 
log. It might also include using tcpdump to print out network traffic to/from the database. Encryption 
renders this type of attack useless and forces someone who wishes to view data to use database 
commands – at which point controls like authentication, authorization, and audit come into play.

While EU GDPR is technology neutral and does not mandate the use of specific security controls, 
encryption is called out as an example of an appropriate measure to mitigate risk (Recital 83), an 
appropriate safeguard (Article 6.4(e)), a method of helping to ensure the security of processing (Article 
31.1(a)) and a mitigating factor that can relieve the Data Controller of the requirement to notify a Data 
Subject in the event of a personal data breach (Article 34.3(a)). This is one of the core reasons why 
Transparent Database Encryption (TDE) is now so prevalent for Oracle databases – the low overhead of 
encrypting the data far outweighs the potential cost of post breach notification and potential fines. TDE 
ensures that there is no data loss if there is any unauthorized access to the data through the storage 
layer, including copies (e.g.: backups) of the database. Database encryption is now such a common 
requirement that all databases in Oracle Cloud are encrypted by default.

Encryption always comes with the additional responsibility to store and manage encryption keys. A 
common best practice for encryption key storage is to separate the keys and the encrypted data. By 
doing this, an organization reduces the chance that a compromise of the server hosting the encrypted 
data also compromises the key required to decrypt this data. As discussed earlier, the encryption keys 
should be protected with key management solutions such as Oracle Key Vault.
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CONTROL ACCESS TO DATA
The organization must decide which controls should be used to control access to data and how those 
controls should be configured to meet Article 25 obligation to protect data by default and by design. A 
few good rules of thumb for this are:

• Separate database administration from data administration – use Oracle Database Vault realms as 
discussed in chapter 3

• Lock down application accounts so they can only be used by the application – use Oracle Database 
Vault command rules to prevent misuse of the application credentials. 

• Strengthen database authentication to reduce the likelihood of compromised credentials. This might 
be through the use of Centrally Managed Users/Enterprise Users, Kerberos Integration, or PKI. At 
an absolute minimum, it should include strong password policies and either failed login lockouts or 
unsuccessful login auditing/alerting. 

• Periodically review role and privilege grants to identify over- privileged users. Remember that 
privileges tend to accumulate over time, so you should periodically review grants and remove those 
that are no longer needed. You can use Oracle Database Vault’s privilege analysis capability to identify 
unnecessary grants

The main body of EU GDPR makes several references to pseudonymization. Article 4.5 of EU 
GDPR defines pseudonymization as “the processing of personal data in such a manner that the 
personal data can no longer be attributed to a specific Data Subject without the use of additional 
information, provided that such additional information is kept separately and is subject to technical 
and organizational measures to ensure that the personal data are not attributed to an identified or 
identifiable natural person.” In Articles 6.4(e) and 32.1(a), pseudonymization is identified along with 
encryption as an appropriate safeguard for personal data. In Article 25.1, pseudonymization is identified 
as an appropriate technical measure that can help demonstrate data protection  
by design. 

Pseudonymization in production systems is usually a function of access control for the identifying 
attributes (those attributes that can be uniquely used to identify a Data Subject – examples include 
taxpayer ID, account number, email address – there are many more). Data Redaction, Real Application 
Security, or Virtual Private Database could be used for controlling access to the identifying attributes. 
Oracle Database Vault could be an effective control if the identifying attributes are in a separate table or 
schema.

MONITOR ACCESS TO DATA
Article 33 of EU GDPR requires that the Supervisory Authority be notified within 72 hours of a personal 
data breach. Article 34 requires that Data Subjects be notified about a personal data breach if the breach 
“is likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons.” 

These notification requirements mean that monitoring database activity to detect inappropriate access 
is critical – the organizations should be able to tell who accessed personal data, when the access 
occurred, and where the access came from. As discussed in chapters 6 and 7, this will typically require 
both auditing of high-risk operations and monitoring of database activity to identify anomalies. 
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MINIMIZE PERSONAL DATA
One of the best ways to reduce the EU GDPR compliance burden is not to collect and store more 
personal data than what is absolutely required. As with encryption and pseudonymization, minimization 
is identified several times (Article 25.1, Article 47.1(d), and Article 89.1) as a component of data 
protection by design and default. Data Minimization means first, collect as little data about the Data 
Subjects to run the business, and second, remove that data once it is no longer needed. 

For non-production systems, organizations can consider permanently masking identifying attributes 
using Oracle Data Masking and Subsetting as discussed in chapter 5 to help address EU GDPR privacy 
by design and by default requirements.

Subsetting also helps minimize the volume of personal data by creating smaller test environments with 
a lower volume of personal data – especially when testing does not permit the masking/anonymization 
of that data. Data Subsetting is also a very useful way to limit how much data the organization keeps on 
production servers and even in archives.

DATABASE DATA PROCESSING RESTRICTIONS
In certain cases, data subjects may have the right to request an organization to stop processing 
their data. In such cases, the organization will need to design a control to block individual records 
from continued processing. Depending on the application and schema design, the use of application 
customization, or use of Oracle Label Security may be appropriate. 

As discussed in chapter 8, Label Security can be used to attach security related metadata to individual 
rows of data. That metadata can take the form of levels, security groups or compartments. Label 
Security is more than just a way of recording security metadata, it is an access control mechanism that 
allows or denies access to a record based upon the row’s and user’s labels. Data rows that are available 
for processing might be assigned a low security level. When processing of certain rows needs to be 
restricted, assigning them a high level means that a process can’t interact with them unless that process 
is operating under an even higher permission level.

CONSENT MANAGEMENT
For Data Controllers that collect and process personal data on the basis of consent, collecting, storing, 
and enforcing such consent is another key area that will be important to plan for and implement. As 
with restriction of processing, Oracle Label Security may be able to help. Remember that label security 
allows for security levels, but also allows recording of membership in security groups. Sales and 
Marketing might be one group, while Product Support might be a different group. When a Data Subject 
consents to different processes, it could be recorded as different groups in the Data Subject’s row label. 
A process would not be able to interact with the Data Subject’s row if the process were not a member of 
one or more of the groups attached to the row.
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SUMMARY
Vipin Samar, Senior Vice President of Database Security for Oracle, says “Data is today’s capital, but in 
the wrong hands, data becomes the new liability.” We must minimize the risk of retaining that data in 
order to maximize opportunity provided by the data. Throughout this chapter we have discussed how 
the comprehensive set of tools and technologies from Oracle can significantly enhance your readiness 
to meet compliance requirements, for EU GDPR and other regulations, for the databases. 

Remember, databases are core assets that may store significant amounts of personal data. Protecting 
this data is central to EU GDPR, and using a comprehensive set of security controls is one of your best 
aids in meeting regulatory requirements.
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This chapter will apply many of the concepts and controls already discussed in earlier chapters. 
Sometimes these will be applied in the same way as if the database were on-premises, other times 
they will be applied in new ways, or with different emphasis. When finished, you’ll have a new 
appreciation for the unparalleled capability of the Oracle Database to secure data – in the cloud as  
well as on-premises.

From a security threat perspective, some risks are the same for both on-premises and in the cloud, but 
some are quite different. Securing a database in the cloud requires a different mindset, and recognition 
that while in many ways the controls used to secure the environment are the same as on-premises, the 
focus and control points are necessarily different.

On-premises systems benefit from known, trusted administrators and an inherently restricted threat 
environment. They are inside the organization’s firewall, and benefit from protected and limited access. 

The cloud is different. In the cloud, services are much more exposed to threats. Attackers can reach the 
database through your internal network connected to a cloud infrastructure over VPN, or through direct 
attack on the cloud provider’s network, and even though other cloud provider customer’s networks 
connected to the cloud infrastructure networks.

SOME THREATS IN THE CLOUD REMAIN THE SAME

The threats faced in the cloud mirror the threats faced on-premises and can be protected using similar 
controls. The importance or value (in terms of risk mitigation) of a particular control may vary, but the 
application of the control is essentially the same.

• Encrypt data at rest and in motion to force attackers to come at the system using database APIs.

• Control what people who connect to the database can do with grants, roles, Oracle Database Vault, 
Data Redaction, Label Security, and Real Application Security – all features already covered in 
previous chapters.

• Monitor database activity to detect anomalies and block malicious activity.

• Minimize the amount of sensitive data needing protection through the use of Oracle Data Masking 
and Subsetting.

THE THREAT ENVIRONMENT IN THE CLOUD IS DIFFERENT
A cloud threat environment is different because of the differing trust levels on the operating team, 
shared infrastructure, hardening policies, and so on. In on-premises environments, the organization 
knows their employees and contractors, and there is some ability to check their backgrounds. An 
external attacker must first penetrate the internal network before beginning to attack the database. 
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The cloud is different – there is no knowledge of who the cloud service providers’ employees are, and 
no ability to check their backgrounds. In the cloud, access controls, particularly separation of duties, are 
even MORE important than on-premises. 

On-premises, all servers and storage support the company’s goals. Shared infrastructure presents 
limited risk because all the applications belong to the organization, and operate within the boundaries 
of the organizations network – a trusted zone. Note that we are not saying there is no risk – malware, 
botnets, and compromised servers certainly can exist within your firewall 

The cloud is different – resources are provisioned and de-provisioned as needed. A server and storage 
area that was used by one company yesterday may be used by another company today. That generates 
a need to be concerned about remnants of data from yesterday’s company being visible to today’s 
consumer of the same storage, and still another consumer tomorrow. Depending on the level of access 
they have, the new user of hardware once dedicated to your organization may be able to forensically 
recover data fragments that contain sensitive data. 

In the cloud, encryption is even MORE important than on-premises. 

On-premises, access to a system that may have been compromised is easily eliminated. In a worst-case 
scenario, a server can simply be powered down while the situation is evaluated and ways are devised 
to stop data from being extracted and exfiltrated.

In the cloud, there is much less capability to shut a system down – often the best that can be done is to 
de-provision a system – unfortunately leaving that system’s storage available for reuse. As discussed 
earlier, encryption protects against an attacker who gains access to to storage from reading data – just

Operations Staff: On-premises -vs- Cloud
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as with on-premises, encryption in the cloud is only as good as the security of the keys used to encrypt/
decrypt the data. The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) recommends that encryption keys for cloud-based 
systems be retained outside of the cloud service provider’s environment, either in a different provider’s 
system or on-premises. Oracle Key Vault satisfies this need – in case of a loss of confidence in the 
security of a database in the cloud, simply suspend access to that database’s master encryption key 
stored in Oracle Key Vault. Once concerns about the cloud service are resolved, restore access to the 
key and the database is now ready for use again. This combination of on-premises control (Key Vault) 
with cloud-based service (database) is known as a hybrid cloud security model.

Another example of a hybrid cloud control would be using an on-premises monitoring system (for 
example, Oracle Audit Vault and Database Firewall) to monitor databases in the cloud. Much like when 
Oracle Key Vault is used in a hybrid cloud scenario, Oracle Audit Vault and Database Firewall in this 
mode provides local control (with attendant separation from the cloud provider) of cloud resources.

Most organizations have established, well-tested standards for configuring on-premises systems. When 
a new server is installed, database software is installed, or a new database is created, those standards 
are followed and the system can move to production knowing that it is secured according to established 
risk acceptance. Organizations have their own rules for patching and upgrading systems, and while they 
may not always apply patches immediately at least they know the state of their systems and what risk 
they are choosing to accept. In the cloud, there is seldom visibility of the complete application stack – 
the cloud provider is trusted to configure systems appropriately, and the service consumer usually does 
not have visibility into their standards or the ability to change them.

THE SECURITY ENVIRONMENT IN THE CLOUD IS BETTER
Although most organizations have standards for configuration, patching, and operations, the 
actual situation is usually different than those standards dictate. Most security assessments of on-
premises databases find default passwords in use, systems that have not been patched in years, and 
configuration settings exposing the system to very high levels of risk. The reality is that most of groups 
simply don’t have the time to do everything well, and the limited DBA staff is typically focused on 
availability and performance, with very little time left over for security. The typical security staff has no 
background in database administration, and just hopes that the DBAs are doing everything right.
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In the cloud, consumers gain from economies of scale when it comes to security. The major cloud 
providers have dedicated security staffs that DO have database expertise. They have SLAs around 
configuration, patching, and management. Any cloud provider operates on a shared responsibility 
model, where the cloud provider’s duties are clearly outlined.

Knowing where the cloud provider’s responsibility stops and the consumer’s responsibility begins, is 
one of the first things to establish before creating the security action plan. 

There are several things that cloud providers can do to make the job easier – for example, Oracle 
encrypts database in its cloud by default, and includes security options like Oracle Database Vault, Label 
Security, and Data Masking and Subsetting for the Oracle Database Cloud Service high and extreme 
performance editions. This means consumers of those services get to take advantage of the capabilities 
discussed in earlier chapters.

Shared Responsibility Model for Cloud Security
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There are other technology solutions that can help identify and mitigate risk in cloud deployments.  
One technology area that is helpful in mitigating the risk involved in a cloud deployment is a Cloud 
Access Security Broker (CASB). These tools not only help identify which cloud resources an organization 
is using (it’s common to find that there are cloud services being used that never went through a security 
review or official approval process), but they can also help identify misconfigurations in cloud services 
that might expose the organization to unnecessary risk. 

SO, WHAT SHOULD WE DO?

Which cloud services are used determines the configuration work and periodic security assessment that 
should be performed as part of the organization’s security responsibilities. The shared responsibility line 
will differ between Oracle Database as a Service and other provider’s offerings. Assessments may be as 
procedural as requesting third-party validation reports or as tactical as periodically reviewing exposed 
ports, patch levels, etc. 

Now look at the remaining tasks – the ones not owned by the cloud provider. The capabilities and 
methodologies outlined earlier in this book continue to protect the database in the cloud. Here are a few 
general-purpose guidelines to start with:

• Encryption – DO NOT place unencrypted data in the cloud. This is an area of risk an organization 
should be unwilling to accept.

• Encryption Key Management – DO separate encryption keys from the encrypted data. AVOID placing 
encryption keys in the same cloud service as the encrypted data. Consider retaining encryption keys 
on-premises, under organizational control.

• Data Minimization – DO NOT leave sensitive data in test and development systems. DO reduce the 
size of test systems using subsetting where possible. Where possible, anonymize that data using 
masking and scrambling techniques that remove sensitive data, or use completely artificial data sets 
that present no security risk.

• Access Control – DO implement separation of duties – plan as if the cloud vendor will be breached at 
some time, and the attacker will gain access to the environment hosting data. If there are no security 
realms to protect sensitive data, there is nothing to stop the attacker from stealing it.

• Activity Monitoring – DO make use of whatever instrumentation the service provides to detect 
inappropriate access. Monitor the audit trail. Ensure the organization or cloud provider’s audit facility 
forwards alerts to the organization security monitoring service – either on-premises or in the cloud.

SUMMARY
Cloud database deployments can reduce costs, free up staff for more important work, and support a 
more agile and responsive IT organization. But those benefits come with additional risk, including an 
extended network perimeter, expanded threat surface with an unknowable administrative group, and 
shared infrastructure. With the right procedures in place, and with just a little attention to the things 
reviewed in this short chapter, the cloud can provide better security than most organizations have on-
premises, and do it at a fraction of the cost in time and manpower.
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If we guard our toothbrushes and 
diamonds with equal zeal, we 

will lose fewer toothbrushes and 
more diamonds.” 

~ McGeorge Bundy, US National Security Advisor to President John F. Kennedy

Putting it All Together
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We hope you have enjoyed this journey into Securing the Oracle Database and that it has provided 
you with some insights into the variety of controls available for keeping your data secure. Indeed, 
with so many technologies available for securing data with evaluative, preventive, detective, and data-
driven security controls you may be wondering how you would actually go about implementing these 
controls. What should be the order? what should I do first?  How much time it would take? How many 
risk am I reducing?

The best advice we can give is that you should plan to implement the right set of security appropriate 
for the sensitivity of the data and threat environment. Let's say that you are able to assign different 
sensitivity levels to your data and systems ranging from bronze to silver, gold and platinum. Bronze 
systems might include internal portals, employee directories, and wikis. Silver systems could include 
business transaction systems, supplier information, and parts. Gold systems might include data subject 
to regulatory compliance, whether it be EU, GDPR ,PII, PCI, HIPAA, SOX, etc. Platinum systems could 
include highly sensitive and restricted data including quarterly sales numbers, sales forecasts, M&A 
activities, and intellectual property such as source code.

One possible approach to protecting these systems is illustrated in the figure below. Bronze and above 
databases should at minimum be securely configured, and current on the security patches. It is very 
easy for hackers to break into an unpatched system and exploit it as a command and control base for 
further attacks or a repository for all the data discovered. We certainly want to monitor and audit all 
the activities done by the privileged users on this machine so that if any significant changes are being 
made, they can be tracked.

SECURE CONFIGURATION

Internal portals
employee directories

Scan and patch
Check con�guration
Audit sensitive 
activities

Encrypt stored data
Encrypt network traf�c
Strong authentication
Mask and subset

Restrict DBA access
Redact application data
Monitor SOL traf�c

Control DB operations
Block unauthorized SQL
Audit comprehensively

SECURE DATA

SECURE ACCESS

LOCK-IT-DOWN

BRONZE
Internal  transactions,
Service tickets

SILVER Regulatory compliance
PII, PCI, PHI, SOX

GOLD
Quartely Sales, Sales forecast,
M&A, IP, Source code

PLATINUM

Approach for Mapping Security Controls
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For silver and above databases, their data at minimum should be protected from unauthorized 
users. This means that in ensuring that their data is not visible to the network, the operating system, 
and to the test and development machines. We would want to make sure that privileged users are 
authenticated with strong passwords or with PKI or Kerberos based authentication. The basic security 
controls used for silver is encryption, masking, and strong authentication. 

For gold and above databases, their data at minimum should be protected from privileged users and 
from those users who do not really have a business need to have access to the data. We need to control 
the activities of the privilege users, and monitor the network activities to limit the damage. For meeting 
the basic compliance requirements, we need to protect all PII, PCI, PHI data.

Platinum databases should have all the security controls used for bronze, silver, and gold. In addition, 
platinum databases should be locked down as they contain the largest number of sensitive critical 
assets. We need to control who can log on to the database machine, monitor every single operation in 
real time, ensure that SQL injection attacks cannot succeed, and audit everything that happens on this 
machine so that in case of a breach, we would be able to figure out what actually was lost, and how.

Depending upon the priorities and the security strategy of the company, deployment of these controls 
could start from either edge of the spectrum. You might start securing the configuration of all of your 
databases and managing them centrally, or you could identify their most critical assets first and then 
lock them down. Either way, you need to have a proper strategy in place considering the overall business 
objectives, people resources, and time, allowing them to protect both “toothbrushes” and “diamonds” with 
the appropriate level of security.
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Oracle Technology Network – Database Security Page 
 
Oracle Data Security Blog – Security Inside Out

Oracle Product Documentation

Oracle Database Security Assessment Tool

Enterprise Manager Database Lifecycle Management Pack

Overview of Database Patch Delivery Methods

Release Update and Release Update Revisions for Database 
Proactive Patch Program

For Further Reading

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/security/overview/
https://blogs.oracle.com/securityinsideout/
https://docs.oracle.com/
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E76178_01/
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E73210_01/EMLCM/toc.htm
https://support.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?id=1962125.1
https://support.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?id=2285040.1
https://support.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?id=2285040.1
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